
HATCHET

Thirteen-year-old Brian Robeson maintained his
white-knuckle grip on the small plane's controls. Be-
side him, the pilot lay still and unmoving, the victim of
a massive heart attack. Below him lay a dense and
seemingly endless stretch of green trees and blue lakes.
Brian knows that he cannot stay in the air forever, that
he must try and land the plane before he runs out of
fuel. In his whole life he has never been so frightened,
never felt so alone...

But even when Brian crash-lands the plane into a lake,
his desperate struggle is only iust beginning. Isolated
in the rugged Canadian wilderness with nothing to
draw upon but a hatchet, the clothes on his back, and
his will to survive, Brian must fight to obtain the food,
clothing, warmth, and other basic needs that he has
taken for granted for so long. And in the course of do-
ing so, he learns that pity and self-doubt are luxuries
that he can no longer afford.

"A riveting account...the pacing nevef falters."
- B o ok lis t (editor's choice)
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Bm,rn RonrsoN stared out the window of ttre small
plane at the endless gteen northern wilderness be.
low. It was a small plane, a Cessna 4OGa bush-
plane-and the engine was so loud, so roaring and
consuming and loud, that it ruined any chance for
convefsation.

Not that he had much to say. He was thirteen and
the only passenger on the plane with a pilot
named-what w:ls it? Jim or Jake or something-
who was in his mid-forties and who had been silent
as he worked to prqrare for take-off. In fact since
Brian had come to the small airport in Hampton,
New York to meet'the planeJriven by his
mother-the pilot had spoken only five words to
him.



"Get in the copilot's seat."
Which Brian had done. They had taken off and

thatwas the last of the conversation. Therehad been
the initial excitement, of courre. He had never flown
in a single-engine plane before and to be sitting in
the copilot's seat with all the controls right there
in front of him, all the instruments in his face as the
plane clawed for altitude, jerking and sliding on the
wind currents as the pilot took off, had been inter-
esting and exciting. But in five minutes they had
leveled off at six thousand feet and headed north-
west and from then on the pilot had been silent,
staring out the front, and the drone of the engine
had been all that was left. The drone and the sea of
gfeen trees that lay before the plane's nose and
flowed to ttre horizon, spread with lakes, swa(nps,
and wandering streams and rivers.

Now Brian sat, looking out the windowwith the
roar thundering through his ears, and tried to cat-
alog what had led up to his taking this flight.

The thinking started.
Always it started with a single word.
Divorce.
It was an ugly word, he thought. A tearing, ugly

word that meant fights and yelling, lawyers-4od,
he thought, how he hated lawyers who sat with
their comfortable smiles and tried to explain to him
in legal terms how all that he lived in was coming
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apart-and the breaking and shattering of dl the
solid things. His home, his life-all the solid things.
Divorce. A breaking word, an ugly breaking word.

Divorce.
Secrcts.
No, not secrets so much as just the Secret. What

he knew and had not told anybody, what he knew
about his mother that had caused the divorce, what
he knew, what he knew-the Secret.

Divorce.
The Secret.
Brian felt his eyes beginning to burn and knew

there would be tears. He had cried for a time, but
that was gone now. He didnlt cry now. Instead his
eyes burned and tears came, the seeping tears that
burned, but he didnlt cry. He wiped his eyes with
a finger and looked at the pilot out of the corner
of his eye to make sure he hadn't noticed the burn-
ing and tears.

The pilot sat large, his hands lightly on the wheel,
feet on the rudder pedals. He seemed more a ma-
chine than a man, an extension of the plane. On the
dashboard in front of him Brian saw dials, switches,
meters, knobs, levers, cranks, lights, handles that
were wiggling and flickering, all indicating nothing
that he understood and the pilot seemed the same
way. Part of the plane, not human.

Sfihen he saw Brian look at him, the pilot seemed



to open up a bit and he smiled. "Ever fly in the
copilot's seat before?" He leaned over and lifted the
headset off his right ear and put it on his temple,
yelling to overcome the sound of the engrne.

Brian shook his head. He had never been in any
kind of plane, never seen the coclrpit of a plane
except in fllms or on television. It was loud and
confusing. "Fifst time."

"It's not as complicated as it looks. Good plane
like this almost flies itself." The pilot shrugged.
"Makes my iob easy." He took Brian's left arm.
"Here, put your hands on the controls, your feet on
the rudder pedals, and I'll show you what I meart."

Brian shook his head. "I'd better noL"
"Sure. Try it... "
Brian reached out and took the wheel in a grip

so tight his knuckles were white. He pushed his feet
down on the pedals. The plane slewed suddenly to
the right.

"Not so hard. Take her light, take her light."
Brian eased off, relared his grip. The burning in

his eyes was forgotten momentarily as ttre vibration
of the plane came through the wheel and the pedals.
It seemed almost alive.

"See?" The pilot let go of his wheel, raised his
hands in the air and took his feet off the pedals to
show Brian he was actually flying the plane alone.
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"Simple. Now turn the wheel a little to the right
and push on the right rudderpedal a small amount."

Brian turned the wheel slightly and the plane
immediately banked to the right, and when he
pressed on the right rudder pedal the nose slid
acfoss the horizon to the right. He left off on the
pressure and straightened the wheel and the plane
righted itself.

"Now you can turn. Bring her back to the left a
little."

Brian turned the wheel left, pushed on the left
pedd, and the plane came back around. "It's easy."
He smiled. "At least this part."

The pilot nodded. "All of flying is easy. Just takes
learning. Like everything else. Like everything else."
He took the controls back, then reached up and
rubbed his left shoulder. "Aches and pains-must
be getting old."

Brian let go of the controls and moved his feet
away from the pedals as the pilot put his hands on
the wheel. "Thank you..."

But the pilot had put his headset back on and the
gratitude was lost in the engine noise and things
went back to Brian looking out the window at the
ocean of trees and lakes. The burning eyes did not
come back, but memories did, came flooding in.
The words. Always the words.



Divorce.
The Secret.
Fighrs.
Split.
The big split. Brian's father did not understand

as Brian did, knew only that Brian's mother wanted
to break the marriage ap:ut. The split had come and
then the divorce, all so fast, and the court had left
him with his mother except for the summers and
what the judge called "visitation rights." So formal.
Brian hated iudges as he hated lawyers. Judges that
leaned over the bench and asked Brian if he under-
stood where he was to live and why. Judges who
did not knowwhat had redly happened.Judgeswith
the caring look that meant nothing as lawyers said
legal phrases that meant nothing.

In the surnmer Brian would live with his father.
In the school year with his mother. That's what the
judge said after looking at papers on his desk and
listening to the lawyers tdk Talk rffords.

Now the plane lurched slightly to the right and
Brian looked at the pilot. He was rubbing his shoul-
der again and there was the sudden smell of body
gas in the plane. Brian turned back to avoid em-
barrassing the pilot, who was obviously in some
discomfort. Must have stomach troubles.

So this summer, this first summer when he was
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allowed to have "visitation rights" with his father,
with the divorce only one month old, Brian was
heading north. His father wz$ a mechanical engineer
who had designed or invented a new drill bit for
oil drilling, a self-cleaning, self-sharpening bit. He
was working in the oil fields of Canada, up on the
tree line where the tundra started and the forests
ended. Brian was riding up from New York with
some drilling equipment-it was lashed down in
ttre rear of the plane next to a fabric bag the pilot
had called a survivd pack, which had emergency
supplies in case they had to make an emergency
landing=that had to be specially made in the city,
riding in a bushplane with the pilot named Jim or
Jake or something who had turned out to be an all
right gny, letting him fly and all.

Except for the smell. Now there was a constant
odor, and Brian took another look at the pilot, found
him rubbing the shoulder and down the arm now,
the left arm, letting go more gas and wincing. Prob-
ably something he ate, Brian thought.

His mother had driven him from the city to meet
the plane at Hampton where it cafire to pick up the
drilling equipment. A drive in silence, a long drive
in silence. Two and a half hours of sitting in the
car, staring out the window just as he was now
staring out the window of the plane. Once, after an



hour, when they were out of the city she turned to
him.

"Look, can't we talk this over? Can't we talk this
out? Can't you tell me what'S bothering you?"

And there were the words again. Divorce. Split.
The Secret. How could he tell her what he knew?
So he had remained silent, shook his head and con-
tinued to stare unseeing at the countryside, and his
mother had gone back to driving only to sped< to
him one more time when they were close to
Hampton.

She reached over the back ofthe seat and brought
up a paper sack. "I got something for you, for the
trip."

Brian took the sack and opened the top. Inside
there was a hatchet, the kind with a steel handle
and a rubber handgrip. The head was in a stout
leather case that had a brass-riveted belt loop.

"It goes on your belt." His mother spoke now
without looking at him. There were some farm
trucks on the road now and she had to weaye
through them and watch traffic. "The man at the
store said you could use it. You know. In thewoods
with your father."

Dad, he thought. Not "my father." My dad.
"Thanks. It's really nice." But the words sounded
hollow, even to Brian.
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'Try it on. See how it looks on your belt."
And he would normally have said no, would nor-

mally have said no that it looked too hokey to have
a hatchet on yorrr belt Those were the normd
things he would say. But her voice was thin, had a
sound like something thin that would break if you
touched it, and he felt bad for not speaking to her.
Knowing what he knew, even with the anger, the
hot wtrite hate of his anger at her, he still felt bad
for not speaking to her, and so to humor her he
loosened his belt and pulled the right side out and
put the hatchet on and rethreaded the belt.

"Scootch around so I can see."
He moved around in the seat, feeling only slightly

ridiculous.
She nodded. 'tust like a scout. My little scout."

And there was the tenderness in her voice that she
had whcn he was smdl, the tenderness that she had
when he was small and siclq with a cold, and she
put her hand on his forehead, and the burning came
into his eyes again and he had turned away from
her and looked out the window, forgotten the
hatchet on his belt and so arrived at the plane with
the hatchet still on his belt.

Because it was a bush flight from a smdl airport
there had been no security and the plane had been
waiting with the engine nrnning when he arrived



and he had grabbed his suitcase and pack bag and
run for the plane without stopping to remove the
hatchet.

So it was still on his belt. At first he had been
embarrassed but the pilot had said nothing about
it and Brian forgot it as they took off and began
flying.

More smell now. Bad. Brian turned again to
glance at the pilot, who had both hands on his stom-
ach and was grimacing in pain, reaching for the left
shoulder again as Brain watched.

"Don't know, kid. .. " The pilot's words wefe a
hiss, barely audible. "Bad aches here. Bad aches.
Thought it was bomething I ate but. . . "

He stopped as a fresh spasm of pain hit him. Even
Brian could see how bad it was-the pain drove the
pilot back into the seat, back and down.

"I've never had anything like this... "
The pilot reached for the switch onhis mike cord,

his hand coming up in a small arc from his stomach,
and he flipped the switch and said. "This is flight
fou rs i x . . . "

And now a jolt took him like a hammerblorv, so
forcefully that he seemed to crush back into the
seat, and Brian reached for him, could not under-
stand at first what it was, could not know.

And then knew.
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Brian knew. The pilot's mouth went rigid, he
swore and jerked a short series of slams into the
seat, holding his shoulder now. Swore and hissed,
"Chest! Oh God, my chest is coming apart!"

Brian knew now.
The pilot was having a lieart attack. Brian had

been in the shopping mall with his mother when a
man in front of Paisley's store had suffered a heart
attack He had gone down and screamed about his
chest. An old man. Much older than the pilot.

Brian knew.
The pilot was having a heart attack and even as

the knowledge came to Brian he saw the pilot slam
into the seat one more time, one more awful time
he slammed back into the seat and his right leg
ierked, pulling the plane to the side in a sudden
twist and his head fell forward and spit came. Spit
came from the corners of his mouth and his legs
contracted up, up into the seat, and his eyes rolled
back in his head until there was only white.

Only white for his eyes and the smell became
worse, 6lled the cockpit, and dl of it so fast, so
incredibly fast that Brian's mind could not take it
in at first. Could only see it in stages.

The pilot had been talking, iust a moment ago,
complaining of the pain. He had been talking.

Then the tolts had come.



The iolts that took the pilot back had come, and
now Brian sat and there was a strange feeling of
silence in the thrumming roar of the engine-a
strange feelingof silence and beingalone. Brianwas
stopped.

He was stopped. Inside hewas stopped. He could
not think past what he saw, what he felt. All was
stopped. The very core of him, the very center of
Brian Robeson was stopped and stricken with a
white-flash of horror, a terror so intense that his
breathing, his thinking, and nearly his heart had
stopped.

Stopped.
Seconds passed, seconds that became all of his

life, and he began to know what he was seeing
began to understand what he saw and that was
worse, so much worse that he wanted to make his
mind freeze again.

He was sitting in a bushplane roaring seven thou-
sand feet above the northern wilderness with a pilot
who had suffered a massive heart attack and who
was either dead or in something close to a coma

He was alone.
In the roaring plane with no pilot he was alone.
Alone.
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FonnTrue that he could not understand Brian could
do nothing. Even after his mind began working and
he could seewhat had happened he could do noth-
ing. It was as if his hands and arms were lead.

Then he looked for ways for it not to have hap;
pened. Be asleep, his mind screamed at the pilot.
Just be asleep and your eyes will open now and
your hands will take the controls and your feet will
move to the pedals--Sut it did not happen.

The pilotdid not move except that his head rolled
on a neck impossibly loose as the plane hit a small
bit of turbulence.

The plane.
Somehow the plane was still flying. Seconds had



passed, nearly a minute, and the plane flew on as if
nothing had happened and he had to do something,
had to do something but did not know what.

Help.
He had to help.
He stretched one hand toward the pilot, saw that

his fingers were trembling, and touched the pilot
on the chest. He did not knowwhat to do. He knew
there were procedures, that you could do mouth-
to-mouth on victims of heart attacks and push their
chests-C.P.R.-but he did not know how to do it
and in any case could not do it with the pilot, who
was sitting up in the seat and still strapped in with
his seatbelt. So he touched the pilot with the tips
of his fingers, touched him on the chest and could
feel nothing, no heartbeat, no rise and fall of breath-
ing. r$(rhich meant that the pilot was almost certainly
dead.

"Please," Brian said. But did not know what or
who to ask "Please. .. "

The plane lurched again, hit more turbulence,
and Brian felt the nose drop. It did not dive, but
the nose went down slightly and the down-an$e
increased the speed, and he knew that at this angle,
this slight angle down, he would ultimately fly into
the trees. He could see them ahead on the horizon
where before he could see only sky.
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He had to fly it somehow. Had to fly the plane.
He had to help himself. The pilot was gone, beyond
anything he could do. He had to try and fly t$e
plane.

He turned back in the seat, facing the front, and
put his hands-still trembling<n the control
wheel, his feet gently on the rudder pedals. You
pulled back on the stick to raise the plane, he knew
ttrat from reading. You always pulled back on the
wheel. He gave it a tug and it slid back toward him
easily. Too easily. The plane, with the increased
speed from the tilt down, swooped eagerly up and
drove Brian's stomach down. He pushed the wheel
back in, went too far this time, and the plane's nose
went below the horizon and the engine speed in-
creased with the shallow dive.

Too much.
He pulled back again, more gently this time, and

the nose floated up again, too far but not as violently
as before, then down a bit too much, and up again,
very easily, and the front of the engine cowling
settled. When he had it aimed at the horizon and
it seemed to be steady, he held the wheel where it
was, let out his breattr-which he had been holding
all this time-and tried to think what to do next.

It was a clear, blue-sky day with fluS bits of
clouds here and there and he looked out the win-



dowfor a moment, hoping to see something, a town
or village, but there was nothing. Just the green of
the trees, endless green, and lakes scattered more
and more thickly as the plane flew-where?

He was flying but did not know where, had no
idea where he was going. He looked at the dash-
board of the plane, studied the dials and hoped to
get some help, hoped to find a compass, but it was
all so confusing, a jumble of numbers and lights.
One lighted display in the top center of the dash-
board said the number 342, another next to it said
22. Down beneath that were dials with lines that
seemed to indicate what the wings were doing, tip-
ping or moving, and one dial with a needle pointing
to the number 70, which he thought<nly
thought-might be the altimeter. The device that
told him his height above the ground. Or above sea
level. Somewhere he had read something about al-
timeters but he couldn't remember what, or where,
or anything about them.

Slightly to the left and below the altimeterhe saw
a small rectangular panel with a lighted did and two
knobs. His eyes had passed over it two or three
times before he saw what was written in tiny letters
on top of the panel. TneNsulrrrn 221, was stamped
in the metal and it hit him, finally, that this was the
radio.
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The radio. Of course. He had to use the radio.
When the pilot had-had been hit that way (he
couldn't bringhimself to say that the pilotwas dead,
couldn't think it), he had been trying to use the
radio.

Brian looked to the pilot. The headset was still
on his head, turned sideways a bit from his jamming
back into the seat, and the microphone switch was
clipped into his belt.

Brian had to get the headset from the pilot. Had
to reach over and get the headset from the pilot or
he would not be able to use the radio to call for
help. He had to reach over...

His hands began trembling again. He did not want
to touch the pilot, did not want to reach for him.
But he had to. Had to get the radio. He lifted his
hands from the wheel, iust slightly, and held them
waiting to see what would happen. The plane flew
on normally, smoothly.

All right, he thought. Now. Now to do this thing.
He turned and reached for the headset, slid it from
the pilot's head, one eye on the plan'e, waiting for
it to dive. The headset came easily, but the micro-
phone switch at the pilot's belt was jammed in and
he had to pull to get it loose. When he pulled, his
elbow bumped the wheel and pushed it in and the
plane started down in a shallow dive. Brian grabbed
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the wheel and pulled it baclg too hard again, 6d
the plane went through another series of stomach-
wrenching swoops up and down before he could
get it under control.

When things had settled again he pulled at the
mike cord once more and at last jerked the cord
free. It took him another second or two to place
the headset on his own head and position the small
microphone tube in front of his mouth. He had seen
the pilot use it, had seen him depress the sqritch at
his belt, so Brian pushed the switch in and blew
into the mike.

He heard the sound of his breath in the headset.
"Hello! Is there anybody listening on this? Hello . . . "

He repeated it two or three times and thenwaited
but heard nothing except his own breathing.

Panic came then. He had been afraid, had been
stopped with the terror of what was happening, but
now panic came and he began to scream into the
microphone, scream over and over.

"Help! Somebody help me! I'm in this plane and
don't know.. . don't know. .. don't know... "

And he started crying with the screams, crying
and slamming his hands against the wheel of the
plane, causing it to ierk down, then back up. But
again, he heard nothing but the sound of his own
sobs in the microphone, his own screams mocking
him, coming back into his ears.
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The microphone. Awareness cut into him. He had
used a CB radio in his uncle's pickup once. You had
to nrrn the mike switch off to hear anybody else.
He reached to his belt and released the switch.

For a second all he heard was the wbussslt of the
€mpty air waves. Then, through the noise and static
he heard a voice. '

"Whoever is cdling on this radio net, I repeat,
release your mike switctt-you are covering me.
You are covering me. Over."

It stopped and Brian hit his mike switch. "I hear
you! I hear you. This is me. .. !" He released the
switch.

"Roger. I have you now." The voice was very faint
and breaking up. "Please state your dfficulty and
location. And say ouerto sigrial end of transmission.
Ovef."

Please state my difficulty, Brian thought. God. My
difficulty. "I arn in a plane with a pilot who is-who
has had a heart attack or something. He is-he can't
fly. And I don't know how to fly. Help me. Help... "
He turned his mike offwithout ending transmission
properly.

There was a moment's hesitation before the an-
swer. 'Your signal is breaking up and I lost most of
it. Understand. . . pilot. . .you can't fly. Correct?
Over."

Brian could barely hear him now, heard mostly
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noise and static. "That's right. I can't fly. The plane
is flying now but I don't know how much longer.
Over."

"...lost signal. Your location please. Flig[t num-
ber. . . location. . . ver."

"I don't know my flight number or location. I
don't know anything. I told you that, over."

He waited now, waited but there was nothing.
Once, for a second, he thought he heard a break in
tlte noise, some part of a word, but it could have
been static. Tko, three minutes, ten minutes, the
plane roared and Brian listened but heard no one.
Then he hit the switch again.

"I do not know the flight number. My name is
Brian Robeson and we left Hampton, New York
headed for the Canadian oil fields to visit my father
and I do not know how to fly an airplane and the
pilot. . . "

He let go of the mike. His voice was starting to
rattle and he felt as if he might start screaming at
any second. He took a deep breath. "If there is
anybody listening who can help me fly a plane,
please answer."

Again he released the mike but heard nothing but
the hissing of noise in the headset. After half an
hour of listening and repeating the cry for help he
tore the headset off in frustration and threw it to
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the floor. It all seemed so hopeless. Even if he did
get somebody, what could anybody do? Tell him to
be careful?

All so hopeless.
He tried to figure out the dials again. He thought

he might know which was speed-it was a lighted
number that read l6o-but he didn't know if that
was actual miles an hour, or kilometers, br if it iust
meant how fast the plane was moving through the
air and not over the ground. He knew airspeed was
different from groundspeed but not by how much.

Parts of books he'd read about flying came to him.
How wings worked, how the propellor pulled the
plane through the slry. Simple things that wouldn't
help him now.

Nothing could help him now.
An hour passed. He picked up the headset and

tried again-it was, he knew, in the end all he had-
but there was no answer. He felt like a prisoner,
kept in a small cell that was hurtling through the
sky at what he thought to be 16O miles an hour,
headed-he didn't know where-just headed some-
where until...

There it was. Until what? Until he ran out of fuel.
When the plane ran out of fuel it would go down.

Period.
Or he could pull the throttle out and make it go



down now. He had seen the pilot push the throttle
in to increase speed. If he pulled the throttle back
out, the erigine would slow down and the plane
would go down.

Those were his choices. He could wait for the
plane to run out of gas and fall or he could push
the throttle in and make it happen sooner. If he
waited for the plane to run out of fuel he would go
farther-but he did not know which way he was
moving. When the pilot had jerked he had mcived
theplane, but Briancould not rememberhowmuch
or if it had come back to its original course. Since
he did not know the original course anyway and
could only guess at which display might be the
compass-the one reading 3424re did not know
where he had been or where he was going, so it
didn't make much difference if he went down now
or waited.

Everything in him rebelled against stopping the
engine and falling now. He had a vague feeling that
he was wrong to keep heading as the plane was
heading, a feeling that he mrght be going off in the
wrong direction, but he could not bring himself to
stop the engine and fall. Now he was safe, or safer
than if he went down-the plane was flying, he was
still breathing. When the engine stopped he would
go down.

So he left the plane running, holding dtitude, and
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kept trying the radio. He worked out a system. Every
ten minutes by the small clock built into the dash-
board he tried the radio with a simple fli€sstg€: "I
need help. Is there anybody listening to me?"

In the times between transmissions he tried to
prepare himself for what he knew was coming.
When he ran outoffuel the planewould startdown.
He guessed that without the propellor pulling he
would have to push the nose down to keep the
plane flying-he thought he may have read that
somewhere, or it just came to him. Either way it
made sense. He would have to push the nose down
to keep flying speed and then, just before he hit, he
would have to pull the nose back up to slow the
plane as much as possible.

Itallmade sense. Glide down, then slowthe plane
and hit.

Hit.
He would have to find a clearing as he went down.

The problem with that was he hadn't seen one clear-
ing since they'd started flying over the forest. Some
swamps, but they had trees scattered through them.
No roads, no trails, no clearings.

Just the lakes, and it came to him that he would
have to use a lake for landing. If he went down in
the trees he was certain to die. The trees would
tear the plane to pieces as it went into them.

He would have to come down in a lake. No. On
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the edge of a lake. He would have to come down
near the edge of a lake and try to slow the plane as
much as possible just before he hit the water.

Easy to say, he thought, hard to do.
Easy say, hard do. Easy say, hard do. It became a

chant that beat with the engine. Easy say, hard do.
Impossible to do.
He repeated the radio cdl seventeen times at the

ten-minute intervals, working on what he would do
between transmissions. Once more he reached over
to the pilot and touched him on the face, but the
skin was cold, hard cold, death cold, and Brian
turned back to the dashboard. He did what he could,
tightened his seatbelt, positioned himself, rehearsed
mentally again and again what his procedure should
be.

When the plane ran out of gas he should hold
the nose down and head for the nearest lake and
try to fly the plane kind of onto the water. That's
how he thought of it. Kind of fly the plane onto the
water. And iust before it hit he should pull back on
the wheel and slow the plane down to reduce the
impact.

Over and over his mind ran the picture of how
it would go. The plane running out of gas, flying
the plane onto the water, the crastr-from pictures
he'd seen on television. He tried to visualize it. He
tried to be ready.
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But between the seventeenth and eighteenth ra-
dio transmissions, without a warning, the engine
coughed, roared violently for a second and died.
There was sudden silence, cut only by the sound
of the windmilling propellor and the wind past the
cockpic

Brian pushed the nose of the plane down and
threw up.



Gowc ro Drc, Brian thought. Going to die, gonna
die, gonna die-his whole brain screamed it in the
sudden silence.

Gonna die.
He wiped his mouth with the back of his arm and

held the nose down. The plane went into a $ide, a
very fast glide ttrat ate altitude, and suddenly there
weren't any lakes. All he'd seen since they started
Ayrng over the forest was lakes and now they were
gone. Gone. Out in front, far away at the horizon,
he could see lots of them, off to the right and left
more of them, glittering blue in the late afternoon
sun.

But he needed one right in front. He desperately
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needed a lake right in front of the plane and all he
saw through the windshield were trees, green death
trees. If he had to turn-if he had to turn he didn't
think he could keep the plane flying. His stomach
tightened into a series of rolling knots and his breath
came in short bursts. . .

There!
Not quite in front but slightly to the right he saw

a lake. L-shaped, with rounded corners, and the
plane was nearly aimed at the long part of the I
coming from the bottom and heading to the top.
Just a tiny bit to the right. He pushed the right
rudder pedal gently and the nose moved over.

But the turn cost him speed and now the lake
was above the nose. He pulled back on the wheel
slightly and the nose came up. This caused the plane
to slow dramatically and almost seem to stop and
wallow in the air. The controls became very loose-
feeling and frightened Brian, making him push the
wheel back in. This increased the speed a bit but
fiIled the windshield once more with nothing but
trees, and put the lake well above the nose and out
of reach.

For a space of three or four seconds things
seemed to hang, almost to stop. The plane was
flying, but so slowly, so slowly...it would never
reach the lake. Brian looked out to the side and saw



a smdl pond and at the edge of the pond some large
animalhe thought x moosHtanding out in thc
water. All so still looking, so stopped, the pond and
the moose and the trees, as he slid over them now
only three or four hundred feet offthe grounfal
like a picture.

Then everything happened at once. Trees sud-
denly took on detail, filled his whole field of vision
with green, and he knew he would hit and die,
would die, but his luck held and iust zls he was to
hit he came into an open lane, a channel of fdlen
trees, a wide place leading to the lake.

The plane, committed now to landing, to crash-
ing, fell into the wide place like a stone, and Brian
eased back on the wheel and braced himself for the
crash. But there was a tiny bit of speed left and
when he pulled on the wheel the nose came up and
he saw in front the blue of the lake and at that instant
the plane hit the trees.

There was a great wrenching as the wings caught
the pines at the side of the clearing and broke baclq
ripping back just outside the main braces. Dust and
dirt blew off the floor into his face so hard he
thought there must have been some kind of explo-
sion. He was momentarily blinded and slammed
forward in the seat, smashing his head on the wheel.

Then a wild crashing sound, ripping of metal, and
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the plane rolled to the right and blew through the
trees, out over the water and down, down to slam
into the lake, skip once on water as hard as concrete,
water that tore the windshield out and shattered
the side windows, water that drove him back into
the seat. Somebody was screaming, screaming as
the plane drove down into the water. Someone
screamed tight animal screams of fear and pain and
he did not know that it was his sound, that he roared
against the water that took him and the plane still
deeper, down in the water. He saw nothing but
sensed blue, cold blue-green, and he raked at the
seatbelt catch, tore his nails loose on one hand. He
ripped at it until it released and somehow-the
water trying to kill him, to end him-somehow he
pulled himself out of the shattered front window
and clawed up into the blue, felt something hold
him back, felt his windbreaker tear and he was free.
Tearing free. Ripping free.

But so far! So far to the surface and his lungs
could not do this thing, could not hold and were
through, and he sucked water, took a great pull of
water that woulffinally-win, finally take him,
and his head broke into light and he vomited and
swam, pulling without knowing what he was, what
he was doing. Without knowing anything. Pulling
until his hands caught at weeds and muck, pulling
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and screaming until his hands caught at last in grass
and brush and he felt his chest on land, felt his face
in the coarse blades of grass and he stopped, every-
thing stopped. A color came that he had never seen
before, a color that exploded in his mind with the
pain and he was gone, gone from it all, spiraling out
into the world, spiraling out into nothing.

Nothing.
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Tnr Mruony was like a knife cutting into him. Slic'
ing deep into him with hate.

The Secret.
He had been riding his ten'speed with a friend

named Terry. They had been taking a run on a bike
trail and decided to come back a different way, a
way that took them past the Amber Mall. Brian rc-
membered everything in incredible detail. Remem-
bered the time on the bank clock in the mall,
flashing 3:31, then the temperature, 82, and the
date. All the numbers were part of the memory, all
of his life was part of the memory'

Terry had iust turned to smile at him about some-
thing and Brian looked over Terry's head and saw
her.
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His mother.
She was sitting in a station wagon, a strange wa-

gon. He saw her and she did not see him. Brian was
going to wave or call out, but something stopped
him. There was a man in the car.

Short blond hair, the man had. Wearingsome kind
of white pullover tennis shirt.

Brian saw this and more, saw the Secret and saw
more later, but the memory came in pieces, came
in scenes like this-Terry smiling, Brian looking
over his head to see the station wagon and his
mother sitting with the man, the time and temper-
ature clock, the front wheel of his bike, the shoft
blond hair of the man, the white shirt of the man,
the hot-hate slices of the memorv were exact.

The Secret.

Brian opened his eyes and screamed.
For seconds he did not know where he was, only

that the crash was still happening and he'was going
to die, and he screamed until his breath was gone.

Then silence, filled with sobs as he pulled in air,
half crying. How could it be so quiet? Moments ago
there was nothing but noise, crashing and tearing,
screaming, now quiet.

Some birds were singing.
How could birds be singing?
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His legs felt wet and he raised up on his hands
and looked back down at them. They were in the
lake. Strange. They went down into the water. He
tried to move, but pain hammered into him and
made his breath shorten into gasps and he stopped,
his legs still in the water.

Pain.
Memory.
He turned again and sun came across the water,

late sun, cut into his eyes and made him turn away.
It was over then. The crash.
He was alive.
The crash is over and I am alive, he thought. Then

his eyes closed and he lowered his head for minutes
that seemed longer. When he opened them again
it was evening and some of the sharp pain had
abated-ttrerewere many dull aches-and the crash
came back to him fully.

Into the trees and out onto the lake. The plane
had crashed and sunk in the lake and he had some-
how pulled free.

He raised himself and crawled out of the water,
grunting with the pain of movement. His legs were
on fire, and his forehead felt as if somebody had
been pounding on it with a hamrner, but he could
move. He pulled his legs out of the ldce and crawled
on his hands and knees until he was away ftom the
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wet-soft shore and near a small stand of brush of
some kind.

Then he went down, only this time to rest, to
save something of himself. He lay on his side and
put his head on his arm and closed his eyes because
that was all he could do now, all he could think of
being able to do. He closed his eyes and slept,
dreamless, deep and down.

There was almost no light when he opened his
eyes again. The darkness of night was thick and for
a moment he began to panic again. To see, he
thought. To see is everghing. And he could not see.
But he turned his head without moving his body
and saw that across the lake the sky was a light gray,
that the sun was starting to come up, and he re-
membered that it had been evening when he went
to sleep.

"Must be morning now... " He mumbled it, al-
most in a hoarse whisper. As the thickness of sleep
left him the world came back.

He was still in pain, all-over pain. His legs were
cramped and drawn up, tight and aching, and his
back hurt when he tried to move. Vorst was a
keening throb in his head that pulsed with every
beat of his heart. It seemed that the whole crash
had happened to his head.
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He rolled on his back and felt his sides and his
legp, moving things slowly. He rubbed his arms;
nothing seemed to be shattered or even sprained
all ttrat badly. When he was nine he had plowed his
small dirt bike into a parked car and broken his
ankle, had to wear a cast for eight weeks, and there
was nothing now like that. Nothing broken. Just
battered around a bit.

His forehead felt massively swollen to the touch,
almost like a mound out over his eyes, and it.was
so tender that when his fingers grazed it he nearly
cried. But there was nothing he could do about it
and, like the rest of him, it seemed to be bruised
more than broken.

I'rn alive, he thought. I'm alive. It could have been
different. There could have been death. I could have
been done.

Like the pilot, he thought suddenly. The pilot in
the plane, dovrn into the water, down into the blue
water strapped in the seat. ..

He sat uIHr tried to. The first time he fell back
But on the second attempt, gruntingwith the effoft,
he managed to come to a sitting position and
scrunched sideways until his back was against a
small tree where he sat facing the lake, watching
the sky get lighter and lighter with the coming
dawn.



His clothes were wet and clammy and there was
a faint chill. He pulled the torn remnants of his
windbreaker, pieces really, around his shoulders
and tried to hold what heat his body could find. He
could not think, could not make thought patterns
work right. Things seemed to go back and forth
between reality and imagination--except that itwzrs
dl real.ity. One second he seemed only to have imag-
ined that there was a plane crash, that he had fought
out of the sinking plane and swum to shore; that it
had all happened to some otherperson or in a movie
playing in his mind. Then he would feel his clothes,
wet and cold, and his forehead would slash a pain
through his thoughts and he would know it was
real, that it had really happened. But all in ahaze,
all in a haze-world. So he sat and stared at the lake,
felt the pain come and go in waves, and watched
the sun come over the end of the lake.

It took an hour, perhaps trrehe could not mea-
sure time yet and didn't care-for the sun to get
halfuay up. I(ith it came some warmth, small bits
of it at first, and with the heat came clouds of in-
sects-thiclq swarming hordes of.mosquitos that
flocked to his body, made a living coat on his ex-
posed skin, clogged his nostrils when he inhaled,
poured into his mouth when he opened it to tal(e
a breath.

It was not possibly believable. Not this. He had
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come through the crash, but the insects were not
possible. He coughed them up, spat them out,
sneezed them out, closed his eyes and kept brushing
his face, slapping and crushing them by the dozens,
by the hundreds. But as soon as he cleared a place,
as soon as he killed them, more came, thick, whin-
ing, buzzing masses of them. Mosquitos and some
small black flies he had never seen before. All biting;
chewing, taking from him.

In moments his eyes were swollen shut and his
face pu$ and round to match his battered forehead.
He pulled the torn pieces of his windbreaker over
his head and tried to shelter in it but the jacket was
full of rips and it didn't work. In desperation he
pulled his T-shirt up to cover his face, but that
exposed the skin of his lower back and the mos-
quitos and flies attacked the new soft flesh of his
back so viciously that he pulled the shirt down.

In the end he sat with the windbreaker pulled
up, brushed with his hands and took it, almost
crying in frustration and agony. There was nothing
left todo. Andwhen the sunwasfullyup and heating
him directly, bringing steam off of his wet clothes
and bathing him with warmth, the mosquitos and
flies disappeared. Almost that suddenly. One minute
he was sitting in thE middle of a swarm; the next,
they were gone and the sun was on him.

Vampires, he thought. Apparently they didn't like
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the deep of night, perhaps because it was too cool,
and they couldn't take the direct sunlight. But in
that gray time in the morning, when it began to get
warm and before the sun was full up and hot-he
couldn't believe them. Never, in all the reading, in
the movies he had watched on television about the
outdoors, never once had they mentioned the mos-
quitos or flies. All they ever showed on the naturalist
shows was beautiful scenery or animals jumping
around having a good time. Nobody ever mentioned
mosquitos and flies.

"Unnnhhh." He pulled himself up to stand
against the tree and stretched, bringing new
aches and pains. His back muscles must have
been hurt as well-they dmost seemed to tear
when he stretched-and while the pain in his
forehead seemed to be abating somewhat, just
trying to stand made him weak enough to nearly
collapse.

The backs of his hands were pu$ and his eyes
were almost swollen shut from the mosquitos, and
he saw everything through a narrow squint.

Not that there was much to see, he thought,
scratching the bites. In front of him lay the lake,
blue and deep. He had a sudden picture of the plane,
sunk in the lake, down and down in the blue with
the pilot's body still strapped in the seat, his hair
waving...
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He shook his head. More pain. That wasn't some'
thing to think about.

He looked at his surroundings aga.n.The lake
stretched out slightly below him. He was at the base
of the I looking up the long part with the short
part out to his right. In the morning light and calm
the water was absolutely, perfectly still. He could
see the reflections of the trees at the other end of
the lake. Upside down in the water they seemed
almost like another forest, an upside-down forest to
match the red one. As he watched, alarge bird-
he thought it looked like a crow but it seemed
larger{ew from the top, real forest, and the re-
flection-bird matched it, both flying out over the
watef.

Everything was green, so green it went into him.
The forest was largely made up of pines and spruce,
wittr stands of some low brush smeared here and
there and thick grass and some other kind of very
small brush all over. He couldn't identify most of
it<xcept the evergreens-and some leafy trees he
thought might be aspen. He'd seen pictures of as-
pens in the mountains on television. The country
around the lake was moderately hilly, but the hills
were smdl-almost hummocks-and there were
very few rocks except to his left. There lay a rocky
ridge that stuck out overlooking the lake, about
twenty feet high.



-If the plane had come down a little to the left it
would have hit the rocks and never made the ldce.
He would have been smashed.

Destroyed.
The word came. I would have been destroyed

and torn and smashed. Driven into the rocks and
destroyed.

Luck, he thought. I have luclq I had good luck
there. But he knew that was wrong. If he had had
good luck his parents wouldn't have divorced be-
cause of the Secret and he wouldn't have been flying
with a pilot who had a heart attack and he wouldn't
be here where he had to have good luck to keep
from being destroyed.

If you keep walking back from good luch he
thought, you'll come to bad luck

He shook his head again-wincing. Another thing
not to think about.

The rocky ridge was rounded and seemed to be
of some kind of sandstone with bits of darker stone
layered and stuck into it. Directly across the lake
from it, at the inside corner of the L, was a mound
of sticks and mud rising up out of the water a good
eight or ten feet. At first Brian couldn't place it but
knew that he somehow knew what it was-had seen
it in films. Then a small brown head popped to the
surface of the water near the mound and began
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swimming off down the short leg of the L leaving
a V of ripples behind and he remembered where
he'd seen it. It was a beaver house, called a beaver
lodge in a special he'd seen on the public channel.

A fish iumped. Not a large fish, but it made a big
splash near the beaver, and as if by a signal there
were suddenly little splops all over the sides of the
lake-along the shore-as fish began iumping.
Hundreds of them, jumping and slapping the water.
Brianwatched them for a time, still in the half'daze,
still not thinking yell. The scenery was very pretty,
he thought, and there were new things to look at,
but it was all a green and blue blur and he was used
to ttre gray and black of the city, the sounds of the
city. Trafrc, people talking, sounds all the time-
the hum and whine of the city.

Here, at first, it was silent, or he thought it wls
silent, but when he started to listen, really listen,
he heard thousands of things. Hisses and blurks,
small sounds, birds singing, hum of insects, splashes
from the fsh iumping-there wi$ great noise here,
but a noise he did not know, and the colors were
new to him, and the colors and noise mixed in his
mind to make a green-blue blur that he could hear,
hear as a hissing pulse-sound and he was still tired.

So tired"
So anfirlly tlred, and standing had tdren a lot of
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energy somehow, had drained him. He supposed
he was still in some kind of shock from the crash
and there was still the pain, the dizziness, the
strange feeling.

He found another tree, a tall pine with no
branches until the top, and sat with his back against
it looking down on the lake with the sun warming
him, and in a few moments he scrunched down and
was asleep again.
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Hts EvEs snapped open, hammered open, and there
were these things about himself that he knew,
instantly.

Hewas unbelievably, viciously thirsty. His mouth
was dry and tasted foul and sticky. His lips were
cracked and felt as if they were bleeding and if he
did not drink some water soon he felt that he would
wither up and die. Iots of water. All the water he
could find.

He knew the thirst and felt the burn on his face.
It was midafternoon and the sun had come over
him and cooked him while he slept and his face
was on fire, would blister, would peel. Which did
not help the thirst, made it much worse He stood,



using the tree to pull himself up because there was
still some pain and much sti-ftiess, and looked down
at the lake.

It was water. But he did not know if he could
drink it. Nobody had ever told him if you could or
could not drink lakes. There was also the thought
of the pilot.

Down in the blue with the plane, strapped in, the
body. . .

Aufirl, he thought. But the lake was blue, and
wet-looking, and his mouth and throat raged with
the thirst and he did not know where there might
be another form of water he could drink. Besides,
he had probably swallowed a ton of it while he was
swimming out of the plane and getting to shore. In
the movies they always showed the hero finding a
clear spring with pure sweet water to drink but in
the movies they didn't have plane wrecks and swol-
len foreheads and aching bodies and thirst that tore
at the hero until he couldn't think

Brian took small steps down the bank to the lake.
Along the edge there were thick grasses and the
water looked a little murky and there were small
things swimming in the water, small bugs. But there
was a log extending about twenty feet out into the
water of the lake-a beaver drop from some time
beforewith old limbs sticking up, almost like han-
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dles. He balanced on the log, holding himself up
with the limbs, and teetered outpast theweeds and
murky water.

When he was out where the water was clear and
he could see no bugs swimming he kneeled on the
log to drink. A sip, he thought, still worrying about
the lake water-I'll iust take a sip.

Butwhenhe brought acupped hand to his mouth
and felt the cold lake water trickle past his cracked
lips and over his tongue he could not stop. He had
never, not even on long bike trips in the hot sum-
mer, been this thirsty. It was as if the water were
more than water, as if the water had become all of
life, and he could not stop. He stooped and put his
mouth to the lake and drank and drank, pulling it
deep and swallowing great gulps of it. He drank
until his stomach was swollen, until he nearly fell
off the log with it, then he rose and stagger-tripped
his way back to the bank

Where he was immediately sick and threw up
most of the water. But his thirst was gone and the
water seemed to reduce the pain in his head as
weli-although the sunburn still cooked his face.

"So." He almost jumped with the word, spoken
aloud. It seemed so out of place, the sound. He tried
it again. "So. So. So here I am."

And there it is, he thought. For the first time since
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the crash his mind started to worlg his brain trig-
gered and he began thinking.

Here I am-and where is that?
Where am I?
He pulled himself once more up the bank to the

tall tree without branches and sat again with his
back against the rough bark It was hot now, but
the sun was high and to his rear and he sat in the
shade of the tree in relative comfort. There were
things to soft out.

Here I am and that is nowhere. With his mind
opened and thoughts happening it all tried to come
in with a rush, all of what had occurred and he
could not take it. The whole ttring turned into a
confused jumble that made no sense. So he fought
it down and tried to take one thing at a time.

He had been flying north to visit his father for a
couple of months, in the summer, and the pilot had
had a heart attack and had died, and the plane had
crashed somewhere in the Canadian north woods
but he did not know how far they had flown or in
what direction or where he was...

Slow down, he thought. Slow down more.
My name is Brian.Robeson and I am thirteen

years old and I am alone in the north woods of
Canada.

All right, he thought, that's simple enough.
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I was flying to visit my father and the plane
crashed and sank in a lake.

There, keep it that way. Short ttroughts.
I do not know where I am.
Which doesn't mean much. More to the point,

tbey do not know where I anFtbey meaning any-
body who might be wanting to look for me. The
searchers.

They would look for him, look for the plane. His
hther and mother would be frantic. They would
tear the world apart to find him. Brian had seen
searches on the nevrs, seen movies about lost
planes. tVhen a plane went down they mounted
extensive searches and almost always they found
the plane within a day or two. Pilots all filed flight
plans'+ detailed plan for where and when they
were going to fly, with all the courses explained.
They would come, they would look for him. The
searchers would get govemment planes and cover
both sides of the flight plan 6led by the pilot and
search until they found him.

Maybe even today.They might come today. This
was the second day after the crash. No. Brian
frowned. Was it the first day or the second day?
They had gone down in the afternoon and he had
spent the whole night out cold. So this was the first
real day. But they could still come today. They



would have started the search immediately when
Brian's plane did not arrive.

Yeah, they would probably come today.
Probably come in here with amphibious planes,

small bushplanes with floats that could land right
here on the lake and pick him up and take him
home.

Which home? The father home or the mother
home. He stopped the thinking. It didn't matter.
Either on to his dad or back to his mother. Either
way he would probably be home by late night or
early morning, home where he could sit down and
eat a large, cheesy, juicy burger with tomatoes and
double fries with ketchup and a thick chocolate
shake.

And there came hunger.
Brian rubbed his stomach. The hunger had been

there but something 6lss-fsar', pain-had held it
down. Now, with the thought of the burger, the
emptiness roared at him. He could not believe the
hunger, had never felt it this way. The lake water
had filled his stomach but left it hungry, and now
it demanded food, screamed for food.

And there was, he thought, absolutely nothing to
eaa.

Nothing.
What did they do in the movies when they got
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stranded like this? Oh, yes, the hero usually found
some kind of plant that he knew was good to eat
and that took care of it. Just ate the plant until he
was full or used some kind of cute trap to catch an
animal and cook it over a slick little fire and pretty
soon he had a full eight-course meal.

The trouble, Brian thought, looking around, was
that all he could see was grass and brush. There
was nothing obvious to eat and aside from about a
million birds and the beaver he hadn't seen animals
to trap and cook, and even if he got one somehow
he didn't have any matches so he couldn't have a
f i re . . .

Nothing.
It kept coming back to that. He had nothing.
Well, almost nothing. As a matter of fact, he

ttrought, I don't know what I've got or haven't got.
Maybe I should try and figure out iust how I stand.
It will give me something to do-keep me from
thinking of food. Until they come to find me.

Brian had once had an English teacher, a guy
named Perpich, whowas always talking about being
positive, thinking positive, staying on top of things.
That's how Perpich had put it-+tay positive and
stay on top of things. Brian thought of him now-
wondered how to stay positive and stay on top of
this. All Perpich would say is that I have to get



motivated. He was always telling kids to get
motivated.

Brian changed position so he was sitting on his
knees. He reached into his pockets and took out
everythirig he had and laid it on the grass in front
of him.

It was pitiful enough. A quafter, three dimes, a
nickel, and two pennies. A fingernail clipper. A bill-
fold with a twenty dollar bill-"In case you get
stranded at the airport in some small town and have
to buy food," his mother had said-and some odd
pieces of paper.

And on his belt, somehow still there, the hatchet
his mother had given him. He had forgotten it and
now reached around and took it out and put it in
the grass. There was a touch of rust already forming
on the cutting edge of the blade and he rubbed it
offwith his thumb.

That was it.
He frowned. No, wait-if he was going to play

the game, might as well play it right. Perpich would
tell him to quit messing around. Get motivated.
Look at all of it, Robeson.

He had on a pair of good tennis shoes, now almost
dry. And socks. And ieans arld underwear and a thin
leather belt and a T-shirt with a windbreaker so
torn it hung on him in tatters.
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And a watch. He had a digital watch still on his
wrist but it was broken from the crash-the little
screen blank-and he took it off and almost threw
it away but stopped the hand motion and lay the
watch on the grass with the rest of it.

There. That was it.
No, wait. One other thing. Those wer.e all the

thingB he had, but he also had himself. Perpich used
to drum ttiat into them-'You are your most val-
uable asset. Don'tfgrget that.You are the best thing
you have."

Brian looked around again. I wish you were here,
Perpich.I'm hungry and I'd trade everything I have
for a hamburger.

"I'm hungry." He said it aloud. In normal tones
at first, then louder and louder until he was yelling
it. "I'm hungry, I'm hungry, I'm hungry!"

When he stopped there was sudden silence, not
just from him but the clicks and blurps and bird
sounds of the forest as well. The noise of his voice
had startled everything and it was quiet. He looked
around,listened with his mouth open, and realized
that in all his life he had never heard silence before.
Complete silence. There had always been some
sound, some kind of sound.

It lasted only a few seconds, but it was so intense
that it seemed to become part of him. Nothing.



There was no sound. Then the bird started again,
and some kind of buzzing insect, and then a chat-
tering and a cawing, and soon there was the same
background of sound.

Which left him still hungry.
Of course, he thought, putting the coins and the

rest back in his pocket and the hatchet in his belt-
of course if they come tonight or even if they take
as long as tomorrow the hunger is no big thing.
People have gone for many days without food as
long as they've got water. Even if they don't come
unril late romorfouf I'll be dl right. Iose a little
weight, maybe, but the first hamburger and a mdt
and fries will bring it right back

A mental picture of a hamburger, the way they
showed it in the television commercials, ttrundered
into his thoughts. Rich colors, the meat juicy and
hot. .  .

He pushed the picture ^w?y. So even if they didn't
find him until tomoffow, he thought, he would be
dl right. He had plenty of water, although he wasn't
sure if it was good and clean or not.

He sat again by the tree, his back against it. There
was a thing bothering him. He wasn't quite sure
what it was but it kept chewing at the edge of his
thoughts. Something about the plane and the pilot
that would change things...

Ahh, there it was-the moment when the pilot
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had his heart attack his right foot had jerked down
on the rudder pedal and the plane had slewed side-
ways. What did that mean? Why did that keep com-
ing into his thinking that way, nudging and pushing?

It means, a voice in his thoughs said, that they
mrght not be coming for you tonight or even to-
morrow. When the pilot pushed the rudder pedal
the plane had jerked to the side and assumed a new
course. Briar'r could not remember how much it had
pulled around, but it wouldn't have had to be much
because after that, with the pilot dead, Brian had
flown for hour after hour on the new course.

Well away from the flight plan the pilot had filed.
Many hours, at maybe 160 miles an hour. Even if it
was only a little offcourse, with that speed and time
Brian might noq/ be sitting several hundred miles
off to the side of the recorded flight plan.

And they would probably search most heavily at
first along the flight plan course.They might go out
to the side a little, but he could easily be three, four
hundred miles to the side. He could not know, could
not think of how far he might have flown wrong
because he didn't know the origind course and
didn't know how much they had pulled sideways.

Quite a bit-that's how he remembered it. Quite
a ierk to the side. It pulled his head over sharply
when the plane had swung around.

They might not find.him for two or three days.
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He felt his heartbeat increase as the fear stafted.
The thought was there but he fought it doum for a
time, pushed it away, then it exploded out

They might not find him for a long time.
And the next thought was there as well, that they

mlght never find him, but that was panic and he
fought it down and tried to stay positive. They
searched hard when a plane went down, they used
many men and planes and they would go to the
side, they would know he was off from the flight
path, he had talked to the man on the radio, they
would somehow know...

It would be all right.
They would find him. Maybe not tomorrow, but

soon. Soon. Soon.
They would find him soon.
Gradually,,like sloshing oil his thoughts settled

back and the panic was gone. Say they didn't come
for rwo days-no, say they didn't come for three
days, even push that to four days-he could live
with that. He would have to live with that. He didn't
want to think of them taking longer. But say four
days. He had to do something. He couldn't iust sit
at the bottom of this tree and stare down at the lalce
for four days.

And nights. He was in deep woods and didn't have
any matches, couldn't make a fire. There were large
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things in the woods. There were wolves, he thought,
and bears-other things. In the dark he would be
in the open here, iust sitting at the bottom of a tree.

He looked around suddenly, felt the hair on the
back of his neck go up. Things might be looking at
him right now, waiting for him-waiting for dark
so they could move in and take him.

He fuigered the hatchet at his belt. Itwas the only
weapon he had, but it was something.

He had to have some kind of shelter. No, make
that more: He had to have some kind of shelter and
he had to have something to eat.

He pulled himself to his feet and jerked the bhck
of his shirt down before the mosquitos could get
at it. He had to do something to help himself.

I have to get motivated, he thought, remembering
Perpich. Right now I'm all I've got. I have to do
something.



TVo Yrrns before he and Terry had been fooling
around down near the park, where the city seemed
to end for a time and the trees grew thick and came
down to the small river that went through the park
It was thick there and seemed kind ofwild, and they
had been ioking and making things up and they
pretended that they were lost in the woods and
talked in the afternoon about what they would do.
Of course they figured they'd have all sorts of good'
ies like a gun and a knife and fishing gear and
matches so they could hunt and fish and have a fire.

I wish you were here, Terry, he thought. With a
gun and a knife and some matches...

In the park that time they had decided the best
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shelter was a lean-to and Brian set out now to rnake
one up. Maybe cover itwith grass or leaves or sticks,
he thought, and he started to go down to the lake
again, where there were gome willows he could cut
down for braces. But it struck him that he ought to
6nd a good place for the lean-to and so he decided
to look around first. He wanted to stay near the lalce
because he thought the plane, even deep in the
wate& mlght show up to somebody flying over and
he didn't want to diminish any chance he miglrt
have of being found.

His eyes fell upon the stone ridge to his left and
he thought at first he should build his shelter against
the stone. But before that he decided to check out
the far side of the ridge and that was where he got
lucky.

Using the sun and the fact that it rose in the east
and set in the west, he decided that the far side was
the northern side of the ridge. At one time in dre
hr past it had been scooped by something, probably
a glacier, and this scooping had left a kind of side-
ways bowl, back in under a ledge. It wasn't very
deep, not a cave, but it was smooth and made a
perfect roof and he could almost stand in under the
ledge. He had to hold his head sliglrtly tipped for-
ward at the front to keep it from hitting the top.
Some of the rock that had been scooped out had



also been pulverized by the glacial action, turned
into sand, and now made a small sand beach that
went down to the edge of the water in front and
to the right of the overhang.

It was his first good luck
No, he thought. He had good luck in the landing.

But this was good luck as well, luck he needed.
All he had to do was wall offpart of the bowl and

leave an opening as a doorway and he would have
a perfect shelter-much stronger than a lean-to and
dry because the overhang made a watertight roof.

He crawled back in, under the ledge, and sat. The
sand was cool here in the shade, and the coolness
felt wonderful to his face, which was already starting
to blister and get especially painful on his forehead,
with the blisters on top of the swelling.

He was also still weak Just the walk around the
back of the ridge and the slight climb over the top
had left his legs rubbery. It felt good to sit for a bit
under the shade of the overhang in the cool sand.

And now, he thought, if I just had something to
eat.

Anything.
When he had rested a bit he went back down to

the lake and drank a couple of swallows of water.
He wasn't dl that thirsty but he thought the water
might help to take the edge offhis hunger. It didn't.
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Somehow the cold lake water actually made it
worse, sharpened it.

He thought of dragging in wood to make a wall
on part of the overhang, and picked up one piece
to pull up, but his arms were too weak and he knew
then that it wasn't just the crash and injury to his
body and head, it was also that he was weak from
hunger.

He would have to find something to eat. Before
he did anything else he would have to have some-
thing to eat.

But what?
Brian leaned against the rock and stared out at

the lake. What, in all of this, was there to eat? He
wzls so used to having food just be there, just always
being there. When he was hungry he went to the
icebox, or to the store, or sat down at a meal his
mother cooked.

Oh, he thought, remembering a meal now<h.
It was the last Thanksgiving, last year, the last
Thanksgiving they had as a family before his mother
demanded the divorce and his father moved out in
the followingJanuary. Brian already knew the Secret
but did not know it would cause them to break up
and thought it might work out, the Secret that his
ftther still did not know but that he would try to
tell him. When he saw him



The meal had been turkey and they cooked it in
the back yard in the barbecue over charcod with
the lid down tight. His father had put hickory chips
on the charcoal and the smell of the cooking turkey
and the hickory smoke had filled the yard. When
his father took the lid otr, smiling, the smell that
had come out was unbelievable, and when they sat
to eat the meat was wet with juice and rich and
had the taste of the smoke in it. ..

He had to stop this. His mouth was full of saliva
and his stomach was tq/isting and growling.

What was there to eat?
What had he read or seen that told him about

food in the wilderness? Hadn't there been some-
thing? A show, y6, a show on television about air
force pilos and some kind of course they took A
survival course. All right, he had the show corhing
into his thoughts now. The pilots had to live in the
desert. Theyput them in the desert down inArizona
or someplace and they had to live for aweek They
had to find food and water for a week

For water they had made a sheet of plastic into
a dew-gathering device and for food they ate lizards.

That was it. Of course Brian had lots of water and
there weren't too many lizards in the Canadian
woods, that he knew. One of the pilos had used a
watch crystd as a magniffing glass to focus the sun
and start a fire so thev didn't have to eat the lizards
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raw. But Brian had a digital watch, without a crystal,
broken at that. So the show didn't help him muctt.

Wait, there was one thing. One of the pilots, a
woman, had found some kind of beans on a bush
and she had used them with her lizard meat to malce
a little stew in a tin can she had found. Bean lizard
stew. There weren't any beans here, but there must
be berries. There had to be berry bushes around.
Sure, the woods were full of berry bushes. That's
what everybody always said. Well, he'd actually
never heard anybody say it. But he felt that it should
be true.

There must be berry bushes.
He stood and moved out into the sand and looked

up at the sun. It was still high. He didn't knowwhat
time it must be. At home it would be one or two
if the sun were that high. At home at one or two
his motherwould be putting away the lunch dishes
and getting ready for her exercise class. No, that
would have been yesterday. Today she would be
going to see bim. Todry was Thursday and she d-
ways went to see him on Thursdays. Wednesday
was the exercise class and Thursdays she went to
see him. Hot little jets of hate worked into his
thoughts, pushed once, moved back If his mother
hadn't begun to see bim arrd forced the divorce,
Brian wouldn't be here now.

He shook his head. Had to stop that kind of think-
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ing. The sun was still high and that meant that he
had some time before darkness to find berries. He
didn'twant to be awayfrom his-he almost thought
of it as home--shelter when it came to be dark

He didn't want to be anlvhere in the woods
when it came to be dark And he didn't want to get
lost-which was a real problem. All he knew in the
world was the lake in front of him and the hill at
his back and the ridge-if he lost sight of them there
wirs a really good chance that he would get turned
around and not fnd his way back

So he had to look for berry bushes, but keep the
lake or the rock ridge in sight at all times.

He looked up the lake shore, to the north. For a
good distance, perhaps rwo hundred yards, it was
fairly clear. There were tall pines, the kind with no
limbs until very close to the top, with a gentle
breeze sighingin thern, but not too much lowbnrsh.
TWo hundred yards up there seemed to be a belt
of thiclq lower brush starting-about ten or twelve
feet high-and that formed a wall he could not see
through. It seemed to go on around the lake, thick
and lushly green, but he could not be sure.

If there were berries theywould be in that brush,
he felt, and as long as he stayed close to the lake,
so he could keep the water on his right and know
it was there, he wouldn't get lost When he was
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done or found bemies, he thought, he would just
turn around so the water was on his left and walk
back until he came to the ridge and his shelter.

Simple. Keep it simple. I am Brian Robeson. I have
been in a plane crash. I am going to find some food.
I am going to fnd berries.

He walked slowly--still a bit pained in his ioints
and weali from hunger-up along the side of the
lalce. The trees were full of birds singing atread of
him in the sun. Some he knew, some he didn't. He
saw a robin, and some kind of sparrows, and a flock
of reddish orange birds with thick beaks. T$enty
or thirty of them were sitting in one of the pines.
They made much noise and flew away ahead of him
when he walked under the tree. He watched them
fly, their color a bright slash in solid green, and in
this way he found the bemies. The birds landed in
some tdler willow tlpe of undergrowth with wide
leaves and started jumping and making noise. At
first he was too far anny to see what they were
doing, but their color drew him and he moved to-
ward them, keqring the lahe in sight on his right,
and when he got closer he saw they were eating
berries.

He could not believe it was that easy. It was as
if the birds had taken him rigbt to the berries. The
slender branches went up about twenty feet and



were hearry, drooping with clusters of bright red
berries. They were half as big as grapes but hung
in bunches much like grapes and when Brian saw
them, glistening red in the sunlight, he almost
yelled.

His pace quickened and he was in them in mo-
ments, scattering the birds, grabbing branches,
stripping them to fill his mouth with berries.

He almost spit them out. It wasn't that they were
bitter so much as that they lacked any sweetness,
had a tart flavor that left his mouth dry feeling. And
they were like cherries in that they had large pits,
which made them hard to chew. But there was such
a hunger on him, such an emptiness, that he could
not stop and kept stripping branches and eating
berries by the handful, grabbing and jamming them
into his mouth and swallowing them pits and all.

He could not stop and when, at last, his stomach
was full he was still hungry. Two dayswithout food
must have shrunken his stomach, but the drive of
hunger was still there. Thinking of the birds, and
how they would come back into the berries when
he left, he made a carrying pouch of his torn wind-
breaker and kept picking. Finally, when he judged
he had close to four pounds in the jacket he stopped
and went back to his camp by the ridge.

Now, he thought. Now I have some food and I
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can do something abut fixing this place up. He
glanced at the sun and sawhe had some time before
dark

If only I had matches, he thought, looking ruefu lly
at the beach and lakeside. There was driftwood
everywhere, not to mention dead and drywood all
over the hill and dead-dry branches hanging from
every tree. All firewood. And no matches. How did
they used to do it? he thought. Rub two sticks
together?

He tucked the bemies in the pouch back in under
the overhang in the cool shade and found a couple
of sticks. After ten minutes of rubbing he felt the
sticks and they were almost cool to the touch. Not
that, he thought. They didn't do fire that way. He
threw the sticks down in disgust. So no fire. But he
could still ft( the shelter and make it-here the
word "safer" came intohis mind and he didn'tknow
why-rnore livable.

Kind of close in it, he thought. I'll just close it in
a bit.

He started dragging sticks up from the lake and
pulling long dead branches down from the hill,
never getting out of sight of the water and the ridge.
With these he interlaced and wove a wall across
the opening of the front of the rock It took over
two hours, and he had to stop several times because
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he still felt a bit wedc and once because he felt a
strange new twinge in his stomach. A tightening,
rolling. Too many berries, he thought. I ate too
many of them.

But it was gone soon and he kept working until
the entire front of the overhang was covered save
for a small opening at the right end, nearest the
lake. The doorway was about three feet, and when
he went in he found himself in a room almost fifteen
feet long and eight to ten feet deep, with the rock
wall sloping down at the rear.

"Good," he said, nodding. "Good... "
Outside the sun was going down, finally, and in

the initial coolness the mosquitos came out again
and clouded in on him. They were thick, terrible,
if not quite as bad as in the morning, and he kept
brushing them off his arms until he couldn't stand
it and then dumped the berries and put the torn
windbreaker on. At least the sleeves covered his
arms.

Wrapped in the jacket, with darkness coming
down fast now, he crawled back in under the rock
and huddled and tried to sleep. He was deeply tired,
and still aching some, but sleep was slow coming
and did not finally settle in until the evening cool
turned to night cool and the mosquitos slowed.

Then, at last, with his stomach turning on the
berries, Brian went to sleep.
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"MorHER!"
He screamed it and he could not be sure if the

scream awakened him or the pain in his stomach.
His whole abdomen was torn with great rolling iolts
of pain, pain that doubled him in the darkness of
the little shelter, put him over and face down in
the sand to moan again and again: "Mother, mother,
mother...  "

Never anything like this. Never. It was as if all
the berries, all the pits had exploded in the center
of him, ripped and tore at him. He crawled out the
doorway and was sick in the sand, then crawled still
farther and was sick again, vomiting and with ter-
rible diarrhea for over an hour. for over a year he
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thought, until he was at last empty and drained of
all strength.

Then he crawled back into the shelter and fell
again to the sand but could not sleep at 6rst, could
do nothing except lie there, and his mind decided
then to bring the memory up again.

In the mall. Every detail. His mother sitting in the
station wagon with the man. And she had leaned
across and kissed him, kissed the manwith the short
blond hair, and it was not a friendly peck, but a kiss.
A kiss where she turned her head over at an angle
and put her mouth against the mouth of the blond
man who was not his father and kissed, mouth to
mouth, and then brought her hand up to touch his
cheek, his forehead, while they were kissing. And
Brian saw it.

Saw this thing that his mother did with the blond
man. Saw the kiss that became the Secret that his
father still did not know about, know all about.

The memory was so real that he could feel the
heat in the mall that day, could remember the worry
that Terry wbuld turn and see his mother, could
remember the worry of the shame of it and then
the memory faded and he slept again...

Awake.
For a second, perhaps two, he did not know
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where he was, was still in his sleep somewhere.
Then he saw the sun streaming in the open doorway
of the shelter and heard the close, vicious whine of
the mosquitos and knew. He brushed his face, com-
pletely welted now with trro days of bites, com-
pletely covered with lumps and bites, and was
surprised to find the swelling on his forehead had
gone down a grelt deal, was almost gone.

The smell was awful and he couldn't place it.
Then he saw the pile of berries at the back of the
shelter and remembered the nigbt and being sick

"Too many of them," he said aloud. "Too many
gut cherries. .. "

He crawled out of the shelter and found where
he'd messed the sand. He used sticks and cleaned
it as best he could, covered it with clean sand and
went down to the lake to wash his hands and get
a drink.

It was still very early, only just past true dawn,
and the water was so calm he could see his reflec-
tion. It frightened him-the face was cut and bleed-
ing, swollen and lumpy, the hair all matted, and on
his forehead a cut had healed but left the hair stuck
with blood and scab. His eye.s were slits in the bites
and he vnS.-{orl€how<overed with dirt. He
slapped the water with his hand to destroy the
mirror.



Ugly, he thought. Very, very ugly.
And he was, at that moment, almost overcome

with self-pity. He was dirty and starving and bitten
and hurt and lonely and ugly and afraid and so com-
pletely miserable that it was like being in a pit, a
darlq deep pit with no way out.

He sat back on the bank and fought crying. Then
let it come and cried for perhaps three, four min-
utes. Iong tearc, self-pity tslfs, wasted tears.

He stood, went back to the water, and took small
drinl<s. As soon as the cold water hit his stomach
he felt the hunger sharpen, as it had before, and he
stood and held his aMomen until the hunger
cramps receded.

He had to eat. He was weak with it again, down
with the hunger, and he had to eat.

Back at the shelter the bemies lay in a pile where
he had dumped them when he grabbed his wind-
bred<er-gut cherries he cdled them in his mind
now-and he thought of eating some of them. Not
such a $azy anount, as he had, which he felt
brought on the sickness in the night--+ut iust
enough to stave off the hunger a bit.

He crawled into the shelter. Some flies were on
the bemies and he brushed them off. He selected
only the berries thatwere solidly ripHrot the light
red ones, but the berries that were darlg maroon
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red to black and swollen in ripeness. When he had
a small handful of them he went back down to the
lake and washed them in the water-small fish scat-
tered away when he splashed the water up and he
wished he had a fishing line and hook-then he ate
them carefully, spitting out the pits. They were still
tart, but had a sweetness to them, although they
seemed to make his lips a bit numb.

When he finished he was still hungry, but the
edge was gone and his legs didn't feel as weak as
they had.

He went back to the shelter. It took him half an
hour to go through the rest of the berries and sort
them, putting all the.fully ripe ones in a pile on
some leaves, the rest in another pile. When he was
done he covered the two piles with grass he tore
from the lake shore to keep the flies off and went
back outside.

They were awful berries, those gut cherries, he
ttrought. But there was food there, food of some
kind, and he could eat a bit more later tonight if he
had to.

For now he had a full day atread of him. He looked
at the sky through the trees and saw that while there
were clouds they were scattered and did not seem
to hold rain. There was a light breeze that seemed
to keep the mosquitos down and, he thought,look-



ing up along the ldce shore, if there was one kind
of berry there should be other kinds. Sweeter kinds.

If he kept the lake in sight as he had done yes-
terday he should be all right, should be able to fnd
home again-and it stopped him. He had actudly
thought it that time.

Home. Three days, no, twH)f was it three? Yes,
this was the third day and he had ttrought of the
shelter as home.

He turned and looked at it, snrdied the crude
work The brush made a fair wall, not weathertight
but it cut most of the wind off. He hadn't done so
badly at that. Maybe it wasn't much, but also maybe
it was all he had for a home.

All right, he thought, so I'll call it home.
He turned back and set offup the side of the lalce,

heading for the gut cherry bushes, his windbreaker-
bag in his hand. Things were bad, he thought, but
maybe not that bad.

Maybe he could find some better berries.
When he came to the gut cherry bushes he

paused. The branches were empty of birds but still
had many berries, and some of those that had been
merely red yesterday were noqr a dark maroon to
black. Much riper. Maybe he should stay and pick
them to save them.

But the explosion in the night was still much in
his memory and he decided to go on. Gut cherries
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were food, but tricky to eat. He needed something
bener.

Another hundred yards up the shore there was a
place where the wind had torn another path. These
must have been fierce winds, he thought, to tear
places up like this-as they had the path he had
found with the plane when he crashed. Here the
tf,ees were not dl the way down but twisted and
snapped off halfway up from the ground, so their
tops were all down and rotted and gone, leaving
the snags poking into the sky like broken teeth. It
made for tons of dead and dry wood and he wished
once more he could get a fire going. It also made
a kind of clearing-with the tops of the trees gone
the sun could get down to ttre ground-and it was
filled wittr small thorny bushes that were covered
with bemies.

Raspberries.
These he knew because there were some rasp-

berry bushes in the park and he and Terry were
always picking and eating them when they biked
past.

The berries were full and ripe, and he tasted one
to find it sweet, and with none of the problems of
the gut cherries. Although they did not grow in
clusters, there were many of them and they were
easy to pick and Brian smiled and started eating.

Sweet juice, he thought. Oh, they were sm/eet
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with just a tiny tang and he picked and ate and
picked and ate and thought that he had never tasted
anything this good. Soon, as before, his stomachwas
full, but now he had some sense and he did not
gorge or cram more down. Instead he picked more
and put them in his windbreaker, feeling the morn-
ing sun on his back and thinking he was rich, rich
with food now, just rich, and he heard a noise to
his rear, a slight noise, and he turned and saw the
bear.

He could do nothing, think nothing. His tongue,
stained with berry juice, stuck to the roof of his
mouth and he stared at the bear. It was blach with
a cinnamon-colored nose, not twenty feet from him
and big. No, huge. It was all black fur and huge. He
had seen one in the zoo in the city once, a black
bear, but it had been from India or somewhere. This
one was wild, and much bigger than the one in the
zoo and it was right there

Right there.
The sun caught the ends of the hairs along his

back. Shining black and silky the bear stood on its
hind legs, half up, and studied Brian, just studied
him, then lowered itself and moved slowly to the
left, eating berries as it rolled along, wuffiing and
delicately using its mouth to lift each berry from
the stem, and in seconds it was gone. Gone, and
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Brian still had not moved. His tongue was stuck to
the top of his mouth, the tip half out, his eyes were
wide and his hands were reaching for a berry.

Then he made a sound, a low: "Nnnnnnggg." It
made no sense, was just a sound of fear, of disbelief
that something that large could have come so close
to him without his knowing. It iust walked up to
him and could have eaten him and he could have
done nothing. Nothing. And when the sound was
half done a thing happened with his legs, a thing
he had nothing to do with, and they were nrnning
in the opposite directionfrom the bear, backtoward
the shelter.

He would have run all the way, in panic, but after
he had gone perhaps fifty yards his brain took over
and slowed and, finally, stopped him.

If the bear had wanted you, his brain said, he
would have taken you. It is something to under-
stand, he thought, not something to run away from.
The bear was eating berries.

Not people.
The bear made no move to hurt you, to threaten

you. It stood to see you better, srudy you, then went
on its way eating berries. It was a big bear, but it
did not want you, did not want to cause you harm,
and that is the thing to understand here.

He turned and looked back at the stand of rasp-



berries. The bearvfas gone, the birdswere singing
he saw nothing that could hurt him. There was no
danger here that he could sense, could feel. In the
city, at night, there was sometimes danger. You
could not b€ in the park at night, after dadg because
of the danger. But here, the bear had looked at him
and had moved on anFthis flled his thoughts-
the bemies were so good.

So good. So sqreet and rich and his body was so
empty.

And the bear had almost indicated that it didn't
mind sharing-had just walked from him.

And the berries were so good.
And, he thought, finally, if he did not go back and

get the berries he would have to eat the gut cherries
again tonight.

That convinced him and he walked slowly back
to the raspberry patch and continued picking for
the entire morning, although with great caution,
and oncewhen a squirrel rustled somepine needles
at the base of a tree he nearly jumped out of his
skin.

About noorr-the sun was almost straight over-
head-the clouds began to thicken and look dark
In moments it started to rain and he took what he
had picked and trotted back to the shelter. He had
eaten probably two pounds of raspberries and had
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maybe another ttree pounds in his jacket, rolled in
a pouch.

He made it to the shelter iust as the clouds com-
pletely opened and the rain roared down in sheets.
Soon the sand outsidewas drenched and therewere
rirnrlets nrnningdown to the lake. But inside he was
dry and snug. He started to put the picked berries
back in the sorted pile with the gut cherries but
noticed that the raspberries were seeping through
the jacket. They were much softer than the gut
cherries and apparently were being crushed a bit
with their own weight.

When he held the jacket up and looked beneath
it he saw a stream of red liquid. He put a finger in
it and found it to be sq/eet and tangy, like pop
without the fizz, and he grinned and lay back on
the sand, holding the bag up over hisface andletting
the seepage drip into his mouth.

Outside the rain poured down, but Brian lay back,
drinking the syrup from the berries, dry and with
the pain almost all gone, the stiftress dso gone, his
belly full and a good taste in his mouth.

For the first time since the crash hewas not think-
ing of himself, of his own life. Brian was wondering
if the bear was as surprised as he to find another
beirtg in the berries.

I:ter in the afternoon, as evening came down, he



went to the lake and washed the sticky berry juice
from his face and hands, then went back to prepare
for the night.

While he had accepted and understood that the
bear did not want to hurt him, it was still much in
his thoughts and as darkness came into the shelter
he took the hatchet out of his belt and put it by his
head, his hand on the handle, as the day caught up
with him and he slept.
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Ar Ftnsr he thought it was a growl. In the still dark'
ness of the shelter in the middle of the night his
eyes came open and he was awake and he thought
there was a growl. But it was the wind, a medium
wind in the pines had made some sound that
brought him up, brought him awake. He sat up and
was hit ivith the smell.

It terrified him. The smell was one of rot, some
musty rot that made him think only of graves with
cobwebs and dust and old death. His nostrils wid'
ened and he opened his eyes wider but he could
see nothing It was too dark, too hard dark with
clouds covering even the small light from the stars,
and he could not see. But the smell was alive, alive



and full and in the shelter. He thought of the bear"
thought of Bigfoot and every monster he had ever
seen in every fright movie he had ever watched,
and his heart hammered in his throat.

Then he heard the slithering. A brushing sound,
a slithering brushing sound near his feet-and he
kicked out as hard as he could, kicked out and threw
the hatchet at the sound, a noise coming from his
throat. But the hatchet missed, sailed into the wall
where it hit the rocks with a shower of sparks, and
his leg was instantly torn with pain, as if a hundred
needles had been driven into it. "Unnnngh!"

Now he screamed, with the pain and fear, and
skittered on his backside up into the corner of the
shelter, breathing through his mouth, straining to
see, to hear.

The slithering moved again, he thought toward
him at first, and terror took him, stopping his breath.
He felt he could see a low dark form, a bulk in the
darkness, a shadow that lived, but now it moved
away, slithering and scraping it moved away and he
saw or thought he saw it go out of the door opening

He lay on his side for a rnoment, then pulled a
rasping breath in and held it, listening for the at-
tacker to return. When it was apparent that the
shadow wasn't coming back he felt the calf of his
leg, where the pain was centered and spreading to
fill the whole leg.
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His fingers gingerly touched a group of needles
that had been driven through his pants and into the
fleshy part of his calf. They were stiffand very sharp
on the ends that stuck ouq and he knew then what
the attacker had been. A porcupine had stumbled
into his shelter and when he had kicked it ttle thing
had slapped him wittt its tail of quills.

He touched each quill carefully. The pain made
it s€em as if dozens of them had been slammed into
his leg, but there were only eight, pinning the cloth
against his skin. He leaned back against the wall for
a minute. He couldn't leave them in, they had to
come out, but ,ust touching them made the pain
more intense.

So frst, he thouglrt. So fast things change. When
he'd gone to sleep he had satisfaction and in rust a
moment it was dl different. He grasPed one of the
quills, held his breath, and ferked. It sent pain signals
to his brain in tight waves, but he grabbed another,
pulled it, then another quill. When he had pulled
four of them he stopped for a moment. The pain
had gone from being a pointed iniury pain to spread-
ing in a hot smear up his leg and it made him catch
his breath.

Some of the quills were driven in deeper than
others and they tore when they came out. He
breathed deeply twice, let half of the breath out,
and went back to workJerlq pause, jerk-and three
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more times before he lay back in the darkness, done.
The pain filled his leg now, and with it came new
waves of self-pity. Sitting alone in the dark, his leg
aching, some mosquitos finding him again, he
started crying. It was dl too much, just too much,
and he couldn't take it. Not the way it was.

I can't take it this way, alone with no fre and in
the dark, and next time it might be something
worse, maybe a bear, and it wouldn't be just quills
in the leg, it would be worse. I can't do this, he
thought, again and again.I can't. Brian pulled him-
self up until he was sitting upright back in the cor-
ner of the cave. He put his head down on his arms
across his knees, with stiftress taldng his left leg
and cried until he was cried out.

He did not know how long it toolq but later he
looked back on this time of crying in the corner of
the dark cave and thought of it as when he learned
the most important rule of survival, which was ttrat
feeling sorry for yourself didn't work It wasn't iust
that it was wrong to do, or that it was considered
incorrect. It was more than that-it didn't work
When he sat alone in the darkness and cried and
was done, was all done with it, nothing had changed.
His leg still hurt, it was still darh he was still alone
and the self-pity had accomplished nothing.

At last he slept again, but already his patterns
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were changng and the sleep was light, a resting
doze more than a deep sleep, with small sounds
awakening him twice in the rest of the night. In the
last doze period before dayhght, before he awak-
ened finally with the morning light and the clouds
of new mosquitos, he dreamed. This time it was not
of his mother, not of the Secret, but of his father at
6rst and then of his friend Terry.

In the initial segment of the dream his father was
standing at the side of a living room'looking at him
and it was clear from his expression that he was
trying to tell Brian something. His lips moved but
there was no sound, not a whisper. He waved his
hands at Brian, made gestures in froht of his face as
if he were scratching something, and he worked to
make awordwith his mouth but at first Brian could
not see it. Then the lips made an rnrnrnrnm shape
but no sound came. Mmmmm-maaaa. Brialn
could not hear it, could not understand it and he
wanted to so badly; it was so important to under-
stand his father, to know what he was saying. He
was trying to help, trying so hard, and when Brian
couldn't understand he looked cross, the way he
did when Brian asked questions more than once,
and he faded. Brian's father faded into a fog place
Brian could not see and the dream was almost over,
or seemed to be, when Terry came.



He was not gesnrring to Brian but was sitting in
the park at a bench looking at a barbecue pit and
for a time nothing happened. Then he got up and
poured some charcoal from a bag into the cooker,
then some starter fluid, and he took a flick qpe of
lighter and lit the fluid. When it was burning and
the charcoal was at last getting hot he turned, no-
ticing Brian for the first time in the dream. He
turned and smiled and pointed to the fire as if to
say, see, a fire.

But it meant nothing to Brian, except that he
wished he had a fire. He saw a grocery sack on the
table next to Terry. Brian thought it must contain
hot dogs and chips and mustard and he could think
only of the food. But Terry shook his head and
pointed again to the fire, and twice more he pointed
to the fire, made Brian see the flames, and Brian felt
his frustration and anger rise and he thought all
right, all right, I see the fire but so what? I don't
have a fre. I know about fire; I know I need a fire.

I know that.
His eyes opened and there was light in the cave,

a g^y dim light of morning. He wiped his mouth
and tried to move his leg, which had stiffened like
wood. There was thirst, and hunger, and he ate some
raspberries from the jacket. They had spoiled a bit,
seemed softer and mushier, but still had a rich
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sweetness. He crushed the berries against the roof
of his mouth with his tongue and drank the sweet
iuice as it ran down his throat. A flash of metal
caught his eye and he saw his hatchet in the sand
where he had thrown it at the porcupine in the
dark

He scootched up, wincing a bit when he bent his
stiff leg, and crawled to where the hatchet lay. He
picked it up and examined it and saw a chip in the
top of the head.

The nick wasn't large, but the hatchet was im-
portant to him, was his only tool, and he should not
have thrown it. He should keep it in his hand, and
make a tool of some kind to help push an animal
awly. Make a sta$he thought, or a lance, and save
the hatchet. Something came then, a thought as he
held the hatchet, something about the dream and
his father and Terry, but he couldn't pin it down.

"r1hm..." He scrambled out and stood in the
morning sun and stretched his back muscles and
his sore leg. The hatchet was still in his hand, and
as he stretched and raised it over his head it caught
the first rays of the morning sun. The first faint light
hit the silver of the hatchet and it flashed a brilliant
gold in the light. Like fire. That is it, he thought.
What they were trying to tell me.

Fire. The hatchet was the kev to it all. When he



threw the hatchet at the porcupine in the cave and
missed and hit the stone wall it had showered
sparks, a golden shower of sparks in the darlq as
golden with fire as the sun was now.

The hatchet w,rs the answer. That's what his
father and Terry had been trying to tell him. Some-
how he could get 6re from the hatchet. The sparks
would make fire.

Brian went back into the shelter and studied the
wall. It was some form of chalky granite, or a sand-
stone, but imbedded in it were large pieces of a
darker stone, a harder and darker stone. It only took
him a moment to find where the hatchet had struck
The steel had nicked into the edge of one of the
darker stone pieces. Brian turned the head back-
ward so he would strike with the flat rear of the
hatchet and hit the black rock gently. Too gently,
and nothing happened. He struck harder, a glancing
blow, and two or three weak sparks skipped offthe
rock and died immediately.

He swung harder, held the hatchet so it would
hit a longer, sliding blow, and the black rock ex-
ploded in fire. Sparks flew so heavily that several of
them skittered and jumped on the sand beneath the
rock and he smiled and stuck again and agalrn.

There could be fire here, he thought. I will have
a fire here, he thought, and struck again-I will have
fire from the hatchet.
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Bruen Fouxo it was a long way from sparks to fire.
Clearly there had to be something for the sparks

to ignite, some kind of tinder or kindling4ut what?
He brought some dried grass in, tapped sparks into
it and watched them die. He tried smdl twigs, break-
ing them into little pieces, but that was worse than
the grass. Then he tried a combination of the two,
grass and twigs.

Nothing. He had no trouble getting sparks, but
the tiny bits of hot stone or metal-he couldn't tell
which they were-just sputtered and died.

He settled back on his haunches in exasperation,
looking at the pitiful clump of grass and twigs.

He needed something finer, something soft and
fine and fluflfi to catch the bits of fire.
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Shredded paper would be nice, but he had no
paper.

"So close," he said aloud, "so close ... "
He put the hatchet back in his belt and went out

of the shelter, limping on his sore lcg. There had
to be something, had to be. Man had made fire.
There had been fire for thousands, millions of years.
There had to be a way. He dug in his pockets and
found the twenty-dollar bill in his wdlet. Paper.
Vorthless paper out here. But if he could get a fire
going...

He ripped the twenty into tiny pieces, made a
pile of pieces, and hit sparks into them. Nothing
happened. They just wouldn't take the sparks. But
there had to be a waf-6orn€ way to do it

Not twenty feet to his right, leaning out over the
water were birches and he stood looking at them
for a full half-minute before they registered on his
mind. They were a beautiful white with bark like
clean, slightly speckled paper.

Paper.
He moved to the trees. Where the bark was peel-

ing from the trunks it lifted in tiny tcndrils, dmost
fluft. Brian plucked some of them loose, rolled
them in his fingers. They seemed flammable, dry
and nearly powdery. He pulled and twisted bits off
the trees, packingthem in one handwhilehepicked
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them with the other, picking and gathering until he
had a wad close to the size of a baseball.

Then he went back into the shelter and arranged
thebatlofbirchbarkpeelings at the base of the black
rock As an afterthought he threw in the remains of
ttre twenty-dollar bill. He struck and a stream of
sparks fell into the bark and quickly died. But this
time one spark fell on one small hair of dry bark-
almost a thread of bark-and seemed to glow a bit
brighter before it died.

The material had to bc finer. There had to be a
soft and incredibly fne nest for the sparks.

I must malre a home for the sparks, he thought.
A perfect home or they won't stay, they won't malre
fire.

He started ripping the barlq using his fingernails
at 6rst, and when that didn't work he used the sharp
edge of the hatchet, cutting the bark in thin slivers,
hairs so fine they were almost not there. It was
painstaking worh slow wodg and he stayed with it
for over two hours. Tlrrice he stopped for a handful
of berries and once to go to the lake for a drink
Then back to worh the sun on his baclg until at last
he had a ball of fluff as big as a grapefruit--dry
birchbark flufi.

He positioned his sparh nest-:rs he thought of
it-at the base of the roch used his thumb to malce



a small depression in the middle, and slammed the
back of the hatchet down across the black rock A
cloud of sparks rained down, most of them missing
the nest, but some, perhaps ttrirty or so, hit in the
dqxession and of those six or seven found fuel and
gre% smoldered and caused the bark to take on the
red glow.

Then they went out.
Close-he was close. He repositioned the nest,

made a new and smaller dent with his thumb, and
struck again.

More sparls, a slight gloq then nothing.
It's me, he thought. I'm doing something wrong.

I do not know this-a cave dweller would have had
a fire by now, a Cro-Magnon man would have a fire
by now{ut I don't know this. I don't know how
to make a fire.

Maybe not enough sparks. He settled the nest in
place once more and hit the rock with a series of
blows, as fast as he could. The sparks poured like a
golden waterfall. At first they seemed to take, there
were several, many sparks that found life and took
briefly, but they all died.

Starved.
He leaned back They are like me. They are starv-

ing. It wasn't quantity, there were plenty of sparks,
but they needed more.
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I would kill, he thought suddenly, for a book of
matches. Just one book. Just one match. I would
kill.

What makes fire? He thought back to school. To
all those science classes. Had he ever learned what
made a fire? Did a teacher ever stand up there and
say, "This is what makes a fire. . . "

He shook his head, tried to focus his thoughts.
What did it take? You have to have fuel, he
thought-and he had that. The bark was fuel. Oxy-
gen-there had to be air.

He needed to add air. He had to fan on it, blow
on it.

He made the nest ready again, held the hatchet
baclward, tensed, and struck four quick.blows.
Sparks came down and he leaned forward as fast as
he could and blew.

Too hard. There was a bright, almost intense
glow, then it was gone. He had blown it out.

Another set of strikes, more sparks. He leaned
and blew, but gently this time, holding back and
aiming the stream of air from his mouth to hit the
brightest spot. Five or six sparks had fallen in a tight
mass of bark hair and Brian centered his efforts
there.

The sparks grew with his gentle breath. The red
glow moved from the sparks themselves lnto the



bark, moved and grew and became worrns, glowing
red worms that crawled up the bark hairs and
caught other threads of bark and grew until there
was a pocket of red as big as a quarter, a $owing
red coal of heat.

And when he ran out of breath and paused to
inhale, the red ball suddenly burst into flame.

"Firel" He yelled. "I've got fre! I've got it, I've
got it, I've got it. . . "

But the flames were thick and oily and burning
fzrst, consuming the ball of bark as fast as if it were
gasoline. He had to feed the flames, keep them
going. Sflorking as fast as he could he carefully
placed the dried grass and wood pieces he had tried
at first on top of the bark and was gratified to see
them take.

But they would go fast. He needed more, and
more. He could not let the flames go out.

He ran from the shelter to ttre pines and started
breaking off the low, dead smdl limbs. These he
threw in the shelter, went back for more, threw
those in, and squatted to break and feed the hungry
flames. When the small wood was going well he
went out and found larger wood and did not relax
until that was going. Then he leaned back against
the wood brace of his door opening and smiled.

I have a friend, he thought-I have a friend now.
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A hungry friend, but a good one. I have a friend
named fre.

"Hello, fire... "
The curve of the rock back made an dmost per'

fect drawing flue that carried the smoke up through
the cracks of the roof but held the heat. If he kept
the fire small it would be perfect and would keep
anything like the porcupine from coming through
the door again

A friend and a Butrd, he thought.
So much from a little spark A friend and a guard

from a tiny spark
He looked around and wished he had somebody

to tell this thing, to show this thing he had done.
But there was nobody.

Nothing but ttre trees and the sun and the breeze
and the lake.

Nobody.
And he thought, rolling thoughts, with the smoke

curling up over his head and the smile still half on
his face he ttrought: I wonder what they're doing
novr.

I wonder what my father is doing now.
I wonder what my mother is doing now.
I wonder if she is with him.



10

HE Cour.o Nor at frst leave the fire.
It was so precious to him, so close and sweet a

thing the yellow and red flames brightening the
dark interior of the shelter, the happy crackle of the
dry wood as it burned, that he could not leave it.
He went to the trees and brought in as many dead
limbs as he could chop offand carry and when he
had a large pile of them he sat near the fire-though
it was getting into the warn middle part of the day
and he was hot-and broke them in small pieces
and fed the fire.

I will not let you go out, he said to himself, to
the flames-not ever. And so he sat through a long
part of the day, keeping the flames even, eating from
his stock of raspberies, leaving to drink from the
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lake when he was thirsty. In the afternoon, toward
evening, with his face smoke smeared and his skin
red from the heat, he finally began to think ahead
to what he needed to do.

He would need a large woodpile to get through
the night. It would be almost impossible to find
wood in the dark so he had to have it all in and cut
and stacked before the sun went down.

Brian made certain the fire was bankedwith new
wood, then went out of the shelter and searched
for a good fuel supply. Up the hill from the campsite
the same windstorm that left him a place to land
the plane-had that only been three, four days
ago?-had dropped three large white pines across
each other. Theywere dead now, dry and filledwith
weathered dry dead limbs.<nough for many days.
He chopped and broke and carried wood back to
the camp, stacking the pieces under the overhang
until he had what he thought to be an enormous
pile, as high as his head and six feet across the base.
Between trips he added small pieces to the fire to
keep it going and on one of the trips to get wood
he noticed an added advantage of the fire. When he
was in the shade of the trees bredring limbs the
mosquitos swarmed on him, as usual, but when he
came to the fire, or fust near the shelter where the
smoke eddied and swided, the insects were gone.

It was a wonderful discovery. The mosquitos had
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nearly driven him mad and the thought of being rid
of them lifted his spirits. On another rrip he looked
back and saw the smoke curling up through the
trees and realized, for the frst time, that he now
had the means to make a signal. He could carry a
burning stick and build a signal fire on top of the
roclg make clouds of smoke and perhaps attract
attention.

Which meant more wood. And still more wood.
There did not seem to be an end to the wood he
would need and he spent all the rest of the after-
noon into dusk making wood trips.

At dark he settled in again for the night, next to
the fire with the stack of short pieces ready to put
on, and he ate the rest of the raspberries. During
all the work of the day his leg had loosened but it
still ached a bit, and he rubbed it and watched the
fue and thought for the first time since the crash
that he might be getting a handle on thingp, mtght
be starting to do something other than just sit.

He was out of food, but he could look tomorrow
and he could build a signal fire tomorrow and get
more wood tomorrow...

The fire cut the night coolness and settled him
back into sleqr, ttrinldng of tomonrow.

He slept hard and wasn't sure what awakened him
but his eyes came open and he stared into the dark-



ness. The fire had burned down and looked out but
he stirred with a piece of wood and found a bed of
cods still glowing hot and red. I(ith small pieces
of wood and careful blowing he soon haid ablaze
going agun

It had been close. He had to be sure to try and
sleqr in short intervals so he could keep the fre
going, and he tried to think of a way to regulate his
sleep but it made him sleepy to think about it and
he was iust going under again when he heard the
sound outside.

It was not unlike the sound of the porcupine,
somettring slithering and being dragged across the
sand, but when he looked out the door opening it
was to<) dark to see anything.

Whatever it was it stopped making that sound in
a few moments and he thought he heard something
sloshing into the water at the shoreline, but he had
the fire now and plenty of wood so he wasn't as
worried as he had been the night before.

He dozed, slept for a time, awakened again just
at dawn-gray light, and added wood to the still-
smoking fire before standing outside and stretching
Standing with his arms stretched over his head and
the tight knot of hunger in his stomach, he looked
toward the lalce and saw the tracks.

They were strange, a main center line up from
the lalce in the sand with claw marks to the side
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leading to a small pile of sand, then going back down
to the water.

He walked over and squatted near them, studied
them, tried to make sense of them.

Whatever had made the tracks had some kind of
flat dragging bottom in the middle and was apptr-
ently pushed along by the legs that stuck out to the
side.

Up from the water to a small pile of sand, then
back down into the water. Some animal. Some kind
of water animal that came up to the sand to... to
do what?

To do something with the sand, to play and make
a pile in the sand?

He smiled. City boy, he thought. Oh, you city boy
with your city ways-he made a mirror in his mind,
a mirror of himself, and saw how he must look City
boy with your city ways sitting in the sand trying
to read the racks and not knowing, not understand-
ing. \(rhy would anything wild come up from the
water to play in the sand? Not that way, animals
weren't that way. They didn't waste time that way.

It had come up from the water for a reason, a
good reason, and he must try to understand the
reas{on, he must change to fully understand the rea-
son himself or he would not mal(e it.

It had come up from the water for a reason, and
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the reason, he thought, squatting, the reason had to
do with the pile of sand.

He brushed the top off gently with his hand but
found only damp sand. Still, there must be a reason
and he carefully kept scraping and digging until,
about four inches down, he suddenly came into a
small chamber in the cool-damp sand and there lay
eggs, many eggs, almost perfectly round eggs the
size of table tertris balls, and he laughed then be-
cause he knew.

It had been a turtle. He had seen a show on tele'
vision about sea turtles that came up onto beaches
and laid their eggs in the sand. There must be fresh-
water ld<e turtles that did the same. Maybe snapping
turtles. He had heard of snapping nrftles. They be'
came fairly large, he thought. It must have been a
snapper that came up in the night when he heard
the noise that awakened him; she must have come
then and laid the eggs.

Food.
More thaneggs, more than knowledge, more than

anything this was food. His stomach tightened and
rolled and made noise as he looked at the eggs, alt
if his stomach belonged to somebody else or had
seen the eggs with its own cyes and was demanding
food. Thehunger, always there, had been somewtrat
controlled and dormantwhen there was nothing to



eat but with the eggs came the scream to eat. His
whole body craved food with such an intensity that
it quickened his breath.

He reached into the nest and pulled the eggs out
one at a time. There were seventeen of them, each
as round as a ball, and white. They had leathery
shells that gave instead' of brealcing when he
squeezed them.

Iflhen he had them heaped on the sand in a pyr-
amifhe had never felt so rich somehow-he sud-
denly realized that he did not know how to eat
them.

He had a fire but no vray to cook them, no con-
tainer, and he had never thought of eating a raw
egg. He had an uncle named Carter, his father's
brother, who always put an egg in a glass of milk
and drank it in the morning. Brian had watched him
do it once, just once, and when the runny part of
the white left the glass and went into his uncle's
mouth and down the throat in a single gulp Brian
almost lost everghing he had ever eaten.

Still, he thought. Still. As his Stomach moved to-
ward his backbone he became less and less fussy.
Some natives in the world ate grasshoppers and ants
and if they could do that he could get a raw egg
down.

He picked one up and tried to break the shell
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and found it surprisingly tough. Finally, using the
hatchet he sharpened a stick and poked a hole in
the egg. He widened the hole with his finger and
looked inside.Just an egg. It had a dark yellow yolk
and not so much white as he thought there would
be.

Just an egg.
Food.
Just an egg he had to eat.
Raw.
He looked out across the lake and brought the

egg to his mouth and closed his eyes and sucked
and squeezed the egg at the same time and swd-
lowed as fast as he could.

"Ecch. . .  "
It had a greasy, almost oily taste, but it was still

an egg. His throat tried to ttrow it back up, his
whole body seemed to convulse with it, but his
stomach took it, held it, and demanded more.

The second egg was easier, and by the third one
he had no trouble at all-it just slid down. He ate
six of them, could have easily eaten all of them and
not been fuII,. but a part of him said to hold bach
save ttre rest.

He could not now believe the hunger. The eggs
had awalrened it fully, roaringly, so that it tore at
him. After the sixth egg he ripped the shell open



and licked the inside clean, then went back and
ripped the other five open and licked them out as
well and wondered if he could eat the shells. There
must be some food value in them. But when he
tried they were too leathery to chew and he
couldn't get them down.

He stood away from the eggs for a moment, lit-
erally stood and turned away so that he could not
see them. If he looked at them he would have to
eat more.

He would store them in the shelter and eat only
one a day. He fought the hunger down again, con-
trolled it. He would take them now and store them
and save them and eat one a day, and he realized
as he thought it that he had forgotten that tbqt
might come. The searchers. Surely, they would
come before he could eat dl the eggs at one a day.

He had forgotten to think about them and that
wasn't good. He had to keep thinking of them be-
cause if he forgot them and did not think of them
they might forget about him.

And he had to keep hoping.
He had to keep hoping.
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THrnn Wnnr these things to do.
He transferred all the eggs from the small

beach into the shelter, reburying them near his
sleeping area. It took all his will to keep from
eating another one as he moved them, but he
got it done and when they were out of sight
again it was easier. He added wood to the fire
and cleaned up the qrmp area-

A good laugh, that{eaning the camp. All he did
was shake out his windbreaker and hang it in the
sun to dry the berry juice that had soaked in, and
smooth the sand where he slept.

But it was a mental thing. He had gotten de-
pressed thinking about how they hadn't found him



yet, and when he was busy and had something to
do the depression seemed to leave.

So there were things to do.
With the camp squared away he brought in more

wood. He had decided to dways have enough on
hand for three days and after spending one night
with the fire for a friend he knewwhat a staggering
amount of wood it would take. He worked all
through the morning at the wood, breaking down
dead limbs and breaking or chopping them in
smaller pieces, storing them neatly beneath the
overhang. He stopped once to take a drink at the
lake and in his reflection he saw that the swelling
on his head was nearly gone. There was no pain
there so he assumed that had taken care of itself.
His leg was also back to normal, although he had a
small pattern of holes-roughly star-shaped-
where the quills had nailed him,and while he was
standing at the lake shore taking stock he noticed
that his body was changing.

He had never been fat, but he had been slightly
heavy with a little extra werght just above his belt
at the sides.

This was completely gone and his stomach had
caved in to the hunger and the sun had cooked him
past burning so he was tanning, and with the smoke
from the fire his face was starting to look like
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leather. But perhaps more than his body was the
dtange in his mind, or in the way he'w:ts-was
becomlng

I am not the same, he ttrought. I see, I hear dif'
ferently. He did not knowwtlen the change sta^rtd,
but it was there; wtren a sound came to him now
he didn't iust hear it but would know the sound.
He would swing and look at it-a breaking twig, a
movement of air-and know the sound as if he
sometrow could move his mind back down the wave
of sound to the source.

He could lmow what the sound was before he
quite realized he had heard it. And when he saw
something-a bird moving a wing inside a bush or
a ripple on the waterhe would truly see that ttling,
not iust notice it as he used to notice things in the
city. He would see dl parts of it; see the whole
wing the feathers, see the color of the feattrers, see
the bustr, and the size and shape and color of its
leaves. He would see the way the light moved with
the ripples on thewater and see that thewind made
the ripples and wtrich way ttrat wind had to blow
to make the ripples rnove in that certain way.

None of that used to be tn Brian and now it was
a part of him, a changed part of him, a grown part
of him, and the two ttrings, his mind and his bodn
had come together as well, had made a connection



with each other that he didn't quite understand.
When his ears heard a sound or his eyes saw a sight
his mind took control of his body. Without his thhk-
ing, he moved to frce the sound or sight, moved to
make ready for it, to deal with it.

There were these thingB to do.
When the wood was done he decided to get a

sigrat fire ready. He moved to the top of the rock
ridge that comprised the bluff over his shelter and
was pleased to fuid a large, flat stone area.

More wood, he thought, moaning inwardly. He
went back to the fallen trees and found more dead
limbs, carrying them up on the rock until he had
enough for a bonfrre. Initially he had ttrought 9f
malcing a signal fire every day but he couldn't{e
would neverbe able to keep thewoodsupplygoing
So while he was working he decided to have the
fire ready and ifheheard an engine, or even ttrought
he heard a plane engine, he would run up with a
burning limb and set offthe signal fire.

Things to do.
At the last trip to the top of ttre stone blufiwittl

wood he stopp€d, sat on the point ovedooking the
lake, and rested. The lake lay before him, twenty or
so feet below, and he had not seen it this way since
he had come in wittl the plane. Remembering the
crash he had a moment of fear, a breath-tightening



little rip of terror, but it passed and he was quickly
caught up in the beauty of the scenery.

It was so incredibly beautiful that it was dmost
unreal. From his height he could see not iust the
ldce but across part of the forest, a gfeen cafpet,
and it was full of life. Birds, insects-there was a,
constant hum and song. At the other end of the
bottom of the L there was another large rock stick'
ing out over the water and on top of the rock a
snaggly pine had somehow found food and grown,
bent and gnarled. Sitting on one limb was a blue
bird with a crest and sharp bedr, a kingfisher-he
thought of a picture he had seen once-which left
the branch while he watched and dove into the
water. It emerged a split part of a second later. In
its mouth was a small fish, wiggling silver in the
sun. It took ttre fish to a limb, iuggled it twice, and
swdlowed it whole.

Fish.
Of course, he thought. There were fish in the lalce

and they were food. And if a bird could do it...
He scrambled down the side of the bluffand trot'

ted to the edge of the lake, looking down into the
water. Somehow it had never occurred to him to
lmiktnstde the water<nly at the surface. The sun
was flashing back up into his eyes and he moved
offto ttre side and took his shoes offand waded out



fifteen feet. Then he turned and stood still, wittr the
sun at his back, and studied the water rv$t

It was, he saw after a mornent, literally packed
with life. Small frsh sw:rm everywhere, some niuron'
and long, some round, most of them three or four
inches long, some a bit larger and many smaller.
There was a patch of mud off to the side, leading
into deeperwate& and he could see old clam shells
there, so there must be clams. As he watched, a
crayfish, looking like a tiny lobster, left one of the
empty clam shells and went to another looking for
something to eat, digging with its claws.

lfhile he stood some of the small, roundish fish
came quite close to his legs and he tensed, got
readg and made awildstab atgrabbingoneof them.
They e4ploded away in a hundred flicks of quick
light, so fast that he had no hope of catching them
that way. But they soon came back, seemed to be
curious about him, and as he walked from the water
he tried to think of a way to use that curiosity to
catch them.

He had no hooks or string but if he could some-
howlure them into the shallow*andmake aspear,
a small fish spear-tre might be able to strike fast
enough to get one.

He would have to fnd the right kind of wood,
slim and straight-he had seen some willows up
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along the lalre that might work-and he could use
ttre hatchet to sharpen it and shape it while he was
sitting by the fire tonight. And ttrat brought up the
fire, which he had to feed ag;aln He looked at the
sun and saw it was getting late in the afternoon, and
when he thought of how late it was he thought that
he ought to reivard all his work with another egg
and ttrat made him think that some kind of dessert
would be nice-he smiled when he thought of des"
sert, so fancy-and he wondered if he should move
up the lake and see ifhe couldfnd some raspbemies
after he banlced the flre and while he was looking
for the right wood for a spear. Spearwood he
thougfrt, and it all rolled together, iust rolled to
gether and rolled over him...

There were these things to do.
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THr Frsn Spren didn't work
He stood in the shallows and waited, again and

again. The small fish came closer and closer and he
lunged time after time but was always too slow. He
tried throwing it, iabbing it, everything but flailing
with it, and it didn't work The fish were iust too
fast.

He had been so sure, so absolutely certain that
it would work the night before. Sitting by the fire
he had taken the willow and carefully peeled the
bark until he had a straight staffabout six feet long
and just under an inch thick at the base, the thickest
end.

Then, propping the hatchet in a crack in ttre rrrck
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wall, he had pulled the head of his spear agalnst it,
carving a thin piece off each time, until the thick
end tapered down to a needle point. Still not sat'
isfied-he could not imagine hitting one of the fish
with a single point-he carefully used the hatchet
to split the point up the middle for eight or ten
inches and iammed a piece of wood up into the
split to make a two-prong spear with the points
about two inches apart. It was crude, but it looked
effective and seemed to have good balance when
he stood outside the shelter and hefted the spear.

He had worked on the fish spear until it had be'
come more than iust a tool. He'd spent hours and
hours on it, and now it didn't work He moved into
the shallows and stood and the fish came to him.
Just as before they swarmed around his legs, sorne
of them almost six inches long, but no matter how
he tried they were too fast. At first he tried throwing
it but ttrat had no chance. As soon as he brought
his arm back-well before he threw-the move-
ment frightened them. Next he tried lunging at
ttrem, having the spear ready iust above the water
and thrusting with it. Finally he actually put the
spear in the water and waited until the fish were
right in front of it, but still somehowhe telegraphed
his motion before he thrust and they saw it and
flashed away.



He needed something to spring the spear for-
ward, some way to make it move faster than the
fistr-some motive force. A string that snapped<r
a bow. A bow and arrow. A thin, long arrow with
the point in the water and the bow pulled back so
that all he had to do was release the arrow...yes.
That was it.

He had to "invent" the bow and arrowJre al-
most laughed as he moved out of the water and put
his shoes on. The morning sun was getting hot and
he took his shirt off. Maybe that was how it really
happened, way back wherFsome p-rimitive man
tried to spear fish and it didn't work and he "in-
vented" the bow and arrow. Maybe it was always
that way, discoveries happened because they
needed to happen.

He had not eaten anything yet this morning so
he took a moment to dig up the eggs and eat one.
then he reburied them, banked the fire wittr a cou-
ple of thicker pieces of wood, settled ttre hatchet
on his belt and took the spear in his right hand and
set offup the lake to find wood to make a bow. He
went without a shirt but something about the wood
smoke smell onhim kept the insectsfrom bothering
him as he walked to the berry patch. The raspberries
were starting to become overripe, just in two days,
and he would have to pick as many as possible after
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he found the wood but he did take a little time nosr
to pick a few and eat them. They were full and sqreet
and when he picked one, two others would fall off
the limbs into the grass and soon his hands and
cheeks were covered with red berry iuice and he
was full. That surprised him+€ing full.

He hadn't thought he would ever be full again,
knew only the hunger, and here he was full. One
turtle egg and a few handfuls of berries and he felt
full. He looked down at his stomach and saw that
it was still caved iri<id not bulge out as it would
have with two hamburgers and a fueezy slush. It
must have shrunk And there was still hunger there,
but not like it waFnot tearing at him. This was
hunger that he knew would be there dways, even
when he had food-a hunger that made him look
for things, see things. A hunger to malre him hunt.

He smrung his eyes across the berries to make
sure the bear wasn't there, at his baclg then he
moved down to the lalce. The spear went out before
him automatically, moving the brush away from his
face as hewalked, andwhen he came to thewater's
edge he swung left. Not sure what he was looking
for, not knowing what wood mrgbt be best for a
bow-he had never made a bow, never shot a bow
in his life4ut it seemed that itwould be along the
lake, near the water.
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He sawsomeyoungbirch, and theywere springy,
but they lacked snap somehow, as did the willows.
Not enough whip-back

Halfuay up the lake, iust as he started to step
over a log, he was absolutely terified by an explo-
sion under his feet. Something like a feathered bomb
blew up and away in flurry of leaves and thunder.
It frightenedhim so badly that hefell backand down
and then it was gone, leaving only an image in his
mind.

A bird, it had been, about the size of a very small
chicken only with a fantail and stubby wings that
slammed against its body and made loud noise.
Noise there and gone. He got up and brushed him-
self off. The bird had been speckled, brown and
gfay, and it must not be very smart because Brian's
foot had been nearly on it before it flew. Half a
second more and he would have stepped on it.

And caught it, he thought, and eaten it. He mlght
be able to catch one, or spear one. Maybe, he
thought, maybe it tasted like chicken. Maybe he
could catch one or q)ear one and it probably did
taste iust like chicken. Just like chicken when his
mother baked it in the oven with garlic and salt and
it turned golden brown and crackled....

He shook his head to drive the picture out and
moved down to the shore. There was a tree there
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with long branches that seemed straight and when
he pulled on one of them and let go it had an dmost
vicious snap to it. He picked one of the limbs that
seemed right and began chopping where the limb
joined the tree.

The wood was hard and he didn't want to cause
it to split so he took his time, took smdl chips and
concentrated so hard that at first he didn't hear it.

A persistent whine, like the insects only more
steady with an edge of a roar to it, was in his ears
and he chopped and cut and was thinking of a bow,
how he would make a bow, how it would be when
he shaped it with the hatchet and still the sound
did not cut through until the limb was nearly off
the tree and the whine was inside his head and he
knew it then.

A plane! It was a motor, far off but seeming to
get louder. They were coming for him!

He threw down the limb and his spear and, hold-
ing the hatchet, he started to run for camp. He had
to get 6re up on the bluff and signd them, get fire
and smoke up. He put all of his life into his legs,
jumped logs and moved through brush like a ligbt
ghost, swiveling and running, his lungs filling and
blowing and now the sound was louder, coming in
his direction.

If not right at him, at least closer. He could see



it dl in his mind now, the picture, the way it would
be. He would get the fire going and the plane would
see the smoke and circle, circle once, then again,
and waggle its wingB. It would be a float plane and
it would land on the water and come across the
lake and the pilot would be annzed that he was
alive after all these days.

AII this he saw as he ran for the camp and the
fire. They would take him from here and this night,
this very night, he would sit with his father and eat
and tell him all the things. He could see it now. Oh,
yes, all as he ran in the sun, his legs liquid springB.
He got to the camp still hearing the whine of the
engine, and one stick of wood still had good flame.

He dove inside and grabbed the wood and ran
around the edge of the ridge, scrambled up like a
cat and blew and nearly had the flame feeding, grow-
ing when the sound moved away.

It was abrupt, as if the plane had turned. He
shielded the sun from his eyes and tried to see it,
tried to md<e the plane become real in his eyes.
But the trees were so high, so thiclg and now the
sound was still fainter. He kneeled again to the
flames and blew and added grass and chips and the
flames fed and grew and in moments he had a bon-
fire as hrgh as his head but the soundwas gone now.

Iook baclq he thought. Iook back and see the
smoke now and turn, please turn.
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'[ook baclg" he whispered, feeling all the pic'
tures fade, seeing his father's face fade like the
sound, like lost dreams, like an end to hope. Oh,
turn now and come bach look back and see the
smoke and turn for me....

But it kept moving away until he could not hear
it even in his imagination, in his soul. Gone. He
stood on the bluff over the lake, his face cooking
in the roaring bonfire, watching the clouds of ash
and smoke going into the sky and thought-no,
more than thought-he knew then that he would
not get out of this place. Not now, not ever.

That had been a search plane. He was sure of it.
That must have been them and they had come as
hr off to the side of the flight plan as they thought
they would have to come and then turned back
They did not see his smoke, did not hear the cry
ftom his mind.

They would not return. He would never leave
now, never get out of here. He went down to his
knees and felt the tears start, cutting through the
smoke and ash on his face, silently falling onto the
stone.

Gone, he thought finally it was all gone. All silly
and gone. No bows, no speans, or fish or berries, it
was all silly anyway, all just a game. He could do a
day but not forever-he could not malce it if they
did not come for him someday.
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He could not play the game without hope; could
not play the game without a dream. They had taken
it all away from him now, they had turned away
from him and there was nothing for him now. The
plane gone, his family gone, dl of it gone. They
would not come. He was alone and there was noth-
ing for him.
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BrueN Sroop at the end of the long part of the L of
the lake and watched the water, smelled the water,
listened to the water, was the s/ater.

A fish moved and his eyes jerked sideways to see
the ripples but he did not move any other part of
his body and did not raise the bow or reach into
his belt pouch for a fish arrow. It was not the right
kind of fish, not a food fish.

The food fish stayed close in, in the shallows, and
did not roll that way but made quicker movements,
smdl movements, food movements. The large fish
rolled and stayed deep and could not be taken. But
it didn't matter. This day, this morning, he was not
looking for fish. Fish was light meat and he was sick
of them.
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He.was looking for one of the foolish birds-he
cdled them foolbirds-and there was a flock that
lived near the end of the long part of the lake. But
something he did not understand had stopped him
and he stood, breathing gently through his mouth
to keep silent, letting his eyes and ears gd out and
do the work for him.

It had happened before this way, something had
come into him from outside to warn him and he
had stopped. Once it had been the bear again. He
had been takingthe last of the raspbemies and some-
thing came inside and stopped him, and when he
looked where his ears said to look there was a fe-
male bear with cubs.

Had he td<en two more steps he would have
come between the mother and her cubs and that
was a bad place to be. .&s it was the mother had
stood and faced him and made a sound, a lowsound
in her throat to threaten and warn him. He paid
attention to the feeling now and he stood and
waited, patiently, knowing he was right and that
something would come.

Turn, smell,listen, feel and then a soun4 a smdl
sound, and he looked up and away from the lake
and saw the wolf. It was halfway up the hill from
the lake, standingwith its head and shoulders stick-
ing out into a sma[ opening, looking down on him
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wittr wide yellow eyes. He had never seen a wolf
and the size threw him*not as big as a bear but
somehow seeming that large. The wolf claimed all
that was below him as his own, took Brian as his
own.

Brian looked back and for a moment felt afraid
because the wolfwas so.. . so right. He knew Brian,
knew him and ov"ned him and chose not to do
anyttring to him. But the fear moved then, moved
amtay, and Brian knew the wolf for what it was-
another part of the woods, another part of dl of it.
Brian rela:red the tension on the spear in his hand,
settled the bow in his other hand from where it had
surted to come up. He knew the wolf now, as the
wolf knew him, and he nodded to it, nodded and
smiled

The wolf watched him for another time, another
part of his life, then it turned and walked effortlessly
up the hill and as it came out of the brush it was
followed by three other wolves, dl equdly large
and gray and beautiful, all looking down on him as
ttrey trotted past and away and Brian nodded to
each of them.

He was not the same now-ttre Brian that stood
andwatched the wolves move away and nodded to
them was completely changed. Time had come,
ttme ilrat he measured but didn't care about; time



had come into his life and moved out and left him
different.

In measured time forty-seven days had passed
since the crash. Forty-two days, he thought, since
he had died and been born as the new Brian.

Sfhen the plane had come and gone it had put
him down, gutted him and dropped him and left
him with nothing. The rest of ttrat first day hc had
gone down and down until dark. He had let the fire
go out, had forgotten to eat even an egg, had let his
brain take him down to where he was done, where
he wanted to be done and done.

To where he wanted to die. He had settled into
the gray funk deeper and still deq>er until finall5
in the darlq he had gone up on the ridge and taken
the hatchet and tried to end it by cutting himself.

Madness. A hissing madness that took his brain.
There had been nothing for him then and he tried
to become nothing but the cutting had been hard
to do, impossible to do, and he had at last fallen to
his side, wishing for death, wishing for an end, and
slept only didn't sleep.

With his eyes closed and his mind open he lay
on the rock through the night, lay and hated and
wished for it to end and thought the word Clottd-
doutn, Clotriloun through that awful night. Over
and over the word, wanting dl his clouds to come
down, but in the morning he was still there.
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Still there on his side and the sun came up and
when he opened his eyes he saw the cuts on his
arm, ttre dry blood turning black; he saw the blood
and hated the 'blood, hated what he had done to
himself when he was the old Brian and was weah
and t'wo things came into his mind-two true
things.

He was not the same. The plane passing changed
him, the disappointment cut him down and made
him new. He was not the same and would never be
again like he had been. That was one of the true
things, the new thingB. And the other one was that
he would not die, he would not let death in again.

He was new.
Of course he had made a lot of mistakes. He

smiled now, walking up the lake shore after the
wolves were gone, thinking of the early mistakes;
the mistakes that came before he realized that he
had to find new ways to be what he had become.

He had made new fire, which he now kept going
using partidly rotten wood because the punky
wood would smolder for many hours and still come
backwith fire. But that had been the extent of doing
things right for a while. His 6rst bow was a disaster
that almost blinded him.

He had sat a whole night and shaped the limbs
carefully until the bow looked beautiful. Then he
had spent two days making arrows. The shaftswere
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willow, straight and with the bark peeled, and he
fue-hardened the points and split a couple of them
to make forked points, as he had done with the
spear. He had no feathers so he just left them bare,
figuring for fish they only had to travel a few inches.
He had no string and that threwhim until he looked
down at his tennis shoes. They had long laces, too
long, and he found that one lace cut in half would
take care of both shoes and that left the other lace
for a bowstring.

All seemed to be going well until he tried a test
shot. He put an arrow to the string; pulled it back
to his cheek, pointed it at a dirt hurnmoclg and at
that precise instant the bow wood exploded in his
hands sending splinters and chips of wood into his
hce. Two pieces actually stuck into his forehead,
just above his eyes, and had they been only slightly
lower they would have blinded him.

Too stiff.
Mistakes. In his mental journal he listed them to

tell his father, listed all the mistakes. He had made
a new bow, with slender limbs and a more fluid,
gentle pull, but could not hit the fish though he sat
in the water and was, in the end, surrounded by a
virnral cloud of small fish. It was infuriating. He
would pull the bow baclg s€t the arrow just above
the water, and when the fish was no more than an
lnch away release the arrow.
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Only to miss. It seemed to him that the arrow
had gone right through the fish, again and again, but
the fish didn't get hurt. Finally, after hours, he stuck
the arrow down in the water, pulled the bow, and
waited for a fish to come close and while he was
waiting he noticed that the water seemed to mdce
the arrow bend or break in the middle.

Of course-he had forgotten that water refracts,
bends light. He had learned that somewhere, in
some class, maybe it was bioloryJte couldn't re-
member. But it did bend light and that meant the
fishwere notwhere they appeared to be. Theywere
lower, just below, which meant he had to aim iust
under them.

He would not forget his first hit. Not ever. A
round-shaped fish, with golden sides, sides as gold
as the sun, stopped in front of the arrow and he
aimed just beneath it, at the bonom edge of the
fish, and released the arrow and there was a bright
flurry, a splash of gold in the water. He grabbed the
arrow and raised it up and the fish was on the end,
wiggling against the blue slry.

He held the fish against the sky until it stopped
wiggling, held it and looked to the sky and felt his
throat tighten, swell, and fill with pride at wtlat he
had done.

He had done food.
With his bow, with an arros, frshioned by his
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own hands he had done food, had found a way to
live. The bow had given him this way and he exulted
in it, in the bow, in the arrow, in the fish, in the
hatchet, in the sky. He stood and walked from the
water, still holding the fish and arrow and bow
against the sky, seeing them as they fit his arms, as
they were part of him.

He had food.
He cut a green willow fork and held the fish over

the fire until the skin crackled and peeled away and
the meat inside was flaky and moist and tender. This
he picked offcarefullywith his fingers, tasting every
piece, mashing them in his mouth with his tongue
to get the juices out of them, hot steaming pieces
of  f ish. . .

He could not, he thought then, ever get enougb.
And all that first day, first new day, he spent going
to the lake, shooting a fish, taking it back to the fire,
cooking it and eating it, then back to the lake, shoot-
ing a fish, cooking it and eating it, and on that way
until it was dark

He had taken the scraps back to the water with
the thought they might work for bait, and the other
fish came by the hundreds to clean them up. He
could take his pick of them. Like a srore, he thought,
just like a store, and he could not remember later
how many he ate that day but he thought it must
have been over tw€nty.
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It had been a feast day, his first feast day, and a
celebration of being alive and the new way he had
of getting food. By the end of that day, when it
became dark and he lay next to the fire with his
stomach full of fish and grease from the meat
smeared around his mouth, he could feel new hope
building in him. Not hope that he would be res-
cued-that was gone.

But hope in his knowledge. Hope in the fact that
he could learn and survive and take care of himself.

Tough hope, he thought that night. I am full of
tough hope.



Mnrercs.
Small mistakes could turn into disasters, funny

little mistakes could snowball so that while you
were still smiling at the humor you could find your-
self looking at death. In the ciry if he made a mistake
usually there was a way to rectify it, make it all
right. If he fell on his bike and sprained a leg he
could wait for it to heal; if he forgot somettring at
the store he could find other food in the refrigerator.

Now it was different, and all so quiclg dl so in-
credibly quick If he sprained a leg here he mrght
statre before he could get around again; ifhe missed
while he was hunting or if the fish moved away he
mrgtrt statre. If he got siclg really sick so he couldn't
rnove he might starve
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Mistakes.
Early in the new time he had learned the most

important thing, ttre truly vitd knowledge that
drives all creatures in the forest-food is all. Food
was simply everything. All things in the woods, from
insects to fish to bears, were always, always looking
for food-it was the great, sin$e driving influence
in nature. To eat. All must eat.

But the way he learned it dmost killed him. His
second new night, stornach full of fish and the fire
smoldering in the shelter, he had been sound asleep
when something-he thought later it might be
smellltad awakened him.

Near the fire, completely unafraid of the smoking
coals, completely unafraid of Brian, a slunk was
diggrng where he had buried the eggs. There was
some sliver of a moon and in the faint-pearl light
he could see the bushy tail, the white stripes down
the baclg and he had nearlysmiled. He didnotknow
how the sliunk had found the eggs, some smell,
perhaps some tiny fragment of shell had left a smell,
but it looked almost cute, its little head down and
its little tail up as it dug and dug kicking the sand
baclc

But those were his eggs, not the skunk's, and the
half smile had been quickly replaced with fear that
he would lose his food and he had grabbed a handful
of sand and thrown it at the slunk
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"Get out of hete...  "
He was going to say more, some silly human

words, but in less than half a second the skunk had
snapped its rear end up, cunred the tail over, and
sprayed Brian with a direct shot aimed at his head
from less than four feet away.

In the tiny confines of the shelter the effect was
devastating. The thick sulfurous rotten odor filled
the small room, heary, u$y, and stinking. The cor-
rosive spray that hit his face seared into his lungs
and eyes, blinding him.

He screamed and threw himself sideways, taldng
the entire wall offthe shelter; screamed and clawed
out of the shelter and fell-ran to ttre shore of the
lake. Stumbling and ripping, he scrambled into ttre
water and slammed his head back and forth trying
to wash his eyes, slashing at the water to clear his
eyes.

A hundred firnny caftoons he had seen about
skunks. Cute cartoons about the smell of skunks,
cartoons to laugh at and joke about, but when the
spray hit there was nothing funny about it-he was
completely blind for almost two hours. A lifetime.
He thought that he might be permanently blind, or
at least impairefand that would have been the
end. As it was the pain in his eyes lasted for da1n,
bothered him after that for two weeks. The smell
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in the shelter, in his clothes, and in his hair was still
there now, almost a month and a half later.

And he had nearly smiled.
Mistakes.
Food had to be protected. While he was in the

ldce trying to clear his eyes the skunk went ahead
and dug up the rest of the ftrtle eggs and ate every
one. Licked all the shells clean and couldn't have
cared less that Brian was thrashing around in the
water like a dying carp. The skunk had found food
and was taking it and Brian was paying for a lesson.

Protect food and have a good shelter. Not just a
shelter to keep the wind and rain out, but a shelter
to protect, a shelter to make him safe. The day after
the skunk he set about making a good place to live.

The basic idea had been good, the place for his
shelterwas right, but he justhadn't gonefar enough.
He'd been lazy-but now he knew the second most
lmpoftant thing about naue, what drives nature.
Food was first, but the work for the food went on
and on. Nothing in nature waslazy. He had tried to
take a shortcut and paid for it with his turtle egS-
y/tlich he had come to like more than chicken eggs
from the store. They had been fuller somehow, had
more depth to them.

He set about improving his shelter by tearing it
down. From dead pines up the hill he brought down



heavier logs and fastened severd of them across the
opening, wedgrng them at the top and burying the
bottoms in the sand. Then he wove long branches
in through them to md<e a truly tight wall and, still
not satisfied, he took even thinner branches and
wove those into the first weave. When he was at
last fnished he could not find a place to put his fist
through. It all held together like a very stiffwoven
basket.

He judged the door opening to be the weakest
s1rot, and here he took specid time to weave a door
of willows in so tight a mesh that no matter how a
skunk tried<r porcupine, he thought, looking at
the marks in his leg-it could not possibly get
through. He had no hinges but by arranging some
cut-off limbs at the top in the right way he had a
method to hook the door in place, and when he
was in and the door was hung he felt relatively safe.
A bear, something big, could still get in by tearing
at it, but nothing small could bother him and the
weave of the strucnlre still allowed the smoke to
6lter up through the top and out.

All in dl it took him three days to make the shel-
ter, stopping to shoot fish and eat as he went, bath-
ing four times a day to try and get the smell from
the skunk to leave. Vhen his housewasdone, finally
done right, he turned to the constant problem-
food.
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It was all right to hunt and eat, or fish and eat,
but what happened if he had to go a long time
without food? What happened.when the berries
were gone and he got sick or hurt or-thinking of
the slnrnk-laid up temporarily? He needed away
to store food, a place to store it, and he needed
food to store.

Mistakes.
He tried to learn from the mistakes. He couldn't

bury food again, couldn't leave it in the shelter,
because something like a bear could get at it right
away. It had to be high, somehow, high and safe.

Above the door to the shelter, up the rock face
about ten feet, was a small ledge that could make
a natural storage place, unreachable to animals-
o(cept that it was uffeachable to him as well.

A ladder, ofcourse. He needed a ladder. But he
had no way to fashion one, nothing to hold the steps
on, and that stopped him until he found a dead pine
with many small branches still sticking out. Using
his hatchet he chopped the branches off so they
stuck out four or 6ve inches, dl up dong the log
then he cut the log off about ten feet long and
dragged it down to his shelter. It was a little hearry,
but dry and he could manage it, and when he
propped it up he found he could climb to the ledge
with ease, though the tree did roll from side to side
a bit as he climbed-
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His food shelf-as he thought of it{rad been
covered with bird manure and he carefully
scraped it clean with sticks. He had never seen
birds there, but that was probably because the
smoke from his fire went up right across the
opening and they didn't like smoke. Still, he had
learned and he took time to weave a snug door
for the small opening with green willows, cut-
ting it so it iammed in tightly, and when he fin-
ished he stood back and looked at the rock
face-his shelter below, the food shelf above-
and allowed a small bit of pride to come.

Not bad, he had thought, not bad for some-
body who used to have trouble greasing the
bearings on his bicycle. Not bad at all.

Mistakes.
He had made a good shelter and food shelf, but

he had no food except for fish and the last of the
berries. And the 6sh, as good as they still tasted
then, were not something he could store. His
mother had left some salmon out by mistake one
time when they went on an overnight trip to Cape
Hesper to visit relatives and when they got back
the smell filled the whole house. There was no way
to store fish.

At least, he thought, no way to store them dead.
But as he looked at the weave of his structure a
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thought came to him and he moved down to the
w:rter.

He had been putting the waste from the fish back
in the water and the food had attracted hundreds
of new ones.

"I wonder..."
They seemed to corne easily to the food, at least

the small ones. H€ had no trouble now shooting
them and had even speared one with his old fish
spear now that he knew to aim low. He could dangle
something in his fngers and they came right up to
it. It might be possible, he thought, might just be
possible to trap them. Make some kind of pond...

To his right, at the base of the rock bluff, there
were piles of smaller rocks that had fallen from the
main chunls, splinters and hunks, from double-fist
size to sorire as large as his head. He spent an after-
noon carrying rocks to the beach and malcingwhat
amounted to a large pen for holding live fistt-two
rock "arms" that stuck out fifteen feet into the lalre
and curved together at the end. rVhere the arms
came together he left an opening about two feet
across, then he sat on the shore and waited.

When he had first started dropping the rocks all
the fish had darted away. But his fish-trash pile of
bones and skin and guts was in the pond area and
the prospect offood brought them back Soon, un-



" " a

der an hour, there s'ere thirty or brty small fsh in
the enclosure and Brian made a g^te by weaving
small willows together into a 6ne mesh and closed
them in.

'Fresh fsh,'! he had yelled. "I have fresh fish for
sale. . . "

Storing live fsh to e:lt later had been a maior
brealcthrough, he thought. It uasn't fust keepfury
from starving-it was trying to save ahead, think
ahead.

Of course he didn't know then hon'sick he would
get offsh.
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Ttrc Devs had folded one into another and mixed
so Orat after two or three weeks he only knew time
hadpassed in days because he made amarkfor each
day in the stone near the door to his shelter. Red
time he measured in events. A daywas nothing, not
a thing to remember-it was just sun coming up,
sun going down, some light in the middle.

But events'--€vents were burned into his memory
and so he used them to remember time, to know
and to remember what had happened, to keq> a
mental journal.

There had been the day of First Meat. That had
been a day that had started like the rest, up after
the sun, clean the camp and make sure there is



€nough wood for another night. But it was a long
time, a long time of eating fish and looking for ber-
ries, and he craved more, craved more food, heavier
food, deeper food.

He craved meat. He thought in the night now of
meat, thought of his mother's cooking a roast or
dreamed of turkey, and one night he awakened be-
fore he had to put wood on the fire with his mouth
making saliva and the taste of pork chops in his
mouth. So real, so real. And atl a dream, but it left
him intent on getting meat.

He had been working farther and farther out for
wood, sometimes now going nearly a quarter of a
mile away from camp for wood, and he saw many
small animals. Squirrelswere everywhere, small red
ones that chattered at him and seemed to swear
and jumped from limb to limb. There were also
many rabbits-large, ffay ones with a mix of red-
dish fur, smaller fast gray ones that he saw only at
dawn. The larger ones sometimes sat until he was
quite close, then bounded and jerked two or three
steps before fueezingagan. He thought if he worked
at it and practiced he might hit one of the larger
rabbits with an zurow or a spear-never the small
ones or the squirrels. They were too small and fast.

Then there were the foolbirds.
They exasperated him to the point where they
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were close to driving him insane. The birds were
everywhere, five and six in a floclg and their cam-
ouflage was so perfect that it was possible for Brian
to sit and rest, leaning against a tree, with one of
them standing right in front of him in a willow
clump, two feet away-hidden--only to explode
into deafening flight just when Brian least expected
it. He just couldn't see them, couldn't figure out
how to locate them before they flew, because they
stood so perfectly still and blended in so perfectly
well.

And what made it worse was that they were so
dumb, or seemed to be so dumb, that it was almost
insulting the way they kept hidden from him. Nor
could he get used to the way they exploded up
when they flew. It seemed like every time he went
for wood, which was every morning, he spent the
whole time iumping and jerking in fright as he
walked. On one memorable morning he had ac-
tudly reached for a piece of wood, what he thought
to be a pitchy stump at the base of a dead birch,
his fngers close to touching it, only to have it blow
up in his hce.

But on the day of First Meat he had decided the
best thing to try for would be a foolbird and that
morning he had set out with his bow and sp€ar to
get one; to stay wittr it until he got one and ate



some meaL Not to get wood, not to fnd beffies,
but to get a bird and eat some meat.

At first the hunt had not gone well. He sawplenty
of birds, working up along the shore of the ld<e to
the end, then down the other side, but he only saw
them after they flew. He had to find away to see
them 6rst, see them and get close enough to either
shoot them with the bow or use the spear, and he
could not find away to see them.

When he had gone halfuay around the lake, and
had jumped up twenty or so birds, he finally gave
up and sat at the base of a tree. He had to work this
out, see what he was doing wrong. There were birds
there, and he had eyes-tre just had to bring the
two things together.

Looking wrong, he thought. I am looking wron&
More, more than that I am being wrong somehow-
I am doing it the wrong way. Fine+arcasm came
into his thoughts-I know that, thank you. I know
I'm doing it wrong. But what is right? The morning
sun had cooked him until it seemed his brain was
frying, sitting by the tree, but nothing came until
he got up and started to wdk again and hadn't gone
two steps when a bird got up. It had been there all
the time, while he was thinking about how to see
them, right next to hirn-right there.

He almost screamed.
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But this time, when the bird flew, something
caught his eye and it was the secret key. The bird
cut down toward the lake, then, seeing it couldn't
land in the water, turned and flew back up the hill
into the trees. rvhen it turned, curoing through the
trees, the sun had caught it, and Brian, for an instant,
saw it as a shape; sharp-pointed in front, back from
the head in a streamlined bullet shape to the frt
body.

Kind of like a pear, he had thought, with a point
on one end and a fat little body; a flying pear.

And that had been the secret. He had been look'
ing for feathers, for the color of the bird, for a bird
sitting there. He had to look for the outline instead,
had to see the shape instead of the feathers or color,
had to train his eyes to see the shape...

It was like turning on a television. Suddenly he
could see thingB he never saw before. In iust mo'
ments, it seemed, he saw three birds before they
flew, saw them sitting and got close to one of them,
moving slowly, got close enough to try a shot with
his bow.

He had missed that time, and had missed many
more, but he saw them; he saw the little fat shapes
with the pointed heads sitting in the brush all over
the place. Time and again he drew, held, and let
arrows fly but he still had no feathers on the arrows



and they were little more than sticks that flopped
out of the bow, sometimes going sideways. Even
when a bird w:$ seven or eight feet away the arrow
would turn without feathers to stabilize it and hit
brush or a twig. After a time he gave up with the
bow. It had worked all right for the fish, when they
came right to the end of the arrow, but it wasn't
good for any kind of distance-at least not the way
it was now.

But he had carried his fish spear, the original one
wigh the two prongs, and he moved the bow to his
left hand and carried the spear in his right.

He tried throwing the spear but he was not good
enough and not fast enough-the birds could fly
arnazing)y fast, get up fast. But in the end he found
that if he saw the bird sitting and moved sideways
toward it-not directly toward it but at an an$e,
back and forth-he could get close enough to put
the spear point out atread almost to the bird and
thrust-lunge with it. He came close twice, and then,
down along the lake not far from the beaver house
he got his first meat.

The bird had sat and he had lunged and the two
points took the bird back down into the ground
and killed it almost instantly-it had flurtered abit-
and Brian had grabbed it and held it in both hands
until he was sure it was dead.
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Then he picked up the spear and the bow and
trotted back around the lake to his shelter, where
the fire had burned down to glowing coals. He sat
looking at the bird wondering what to do. With the
fish, he had just cooked them whole, left everghing
in and picked the meat off. This was different; he
would have to clean it.

It had always been so simple at home. He would
go to the store and get a chicken and it was all
cleaned and neat, no feathers or insides, and his.
mother would bake it in the oven and he would eat
it. His mother from the old time, from the time
before, would bake it.

Now he had the bird, but he had never cleaned
one, never taken the insides out or gotten rid of
the feathers, and he didn't knowwhere to start. But
he wanted the meat-had to have the meat-and
that drove him.

In the end the feathers came off easily. He tried
to pluck them out but the skin was so fragile that
it pulled off as well, so he just pulled the skin off
the bird. Like peeling an orange, he thought, sort
of. Except that when the skin was gone the insides
fell out the back end.

He was immediately caught in a cloud of raw
odor, a kind of steamy dung odor that came up from
the greasy coil of insides that fell from the bird, and



he nearly threw up. But there was something else
to the smell as well, some kind of richness that went
with his hunger and that overcame the sick smell.

He quickly cut the neck with his hatchet, cut the
feet offthe same way, and in his hand he held some-
thing like a small chicken with a darlg fat, thick
breast and small legs.

He set it up on some sticks on the shelter wall
and took the feathers and insides down to the water,
to his fish pond. The fish would eat them, or eat
what they could, and the feeding actionwould bring
more fish. On second thought he took out the wing
and tail feathers, which were stiff and long arid
pretty-+anded and speckled in browns and grays
and light reds. There might be some use for them,
he thought, maybe work them onto the amows
somehow.

The rest he threw in the water, saw the small
round fish begin tearing at it, and washed his hands.
Back at the shelter the flies w€re on the meat and
he brushed them off. It was amazinghow fast they
came, but when he built up the fire and the smoke
increased the flies almost magically disappeared. He
pushed a pointed stick through the bird and held
it over the fire.

The fire was too hot. The flames hit the fat and
the bird almost ignited. He held it higher but the
heat was worse and finallv he moved it to the side
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a bit and there it seemed to cook prop€rty. Except
that it only cooked on one side and all the iuice
dripped off. He had to rotate it slowly and that was
hard to do with his hands so he found a forked stick
and stuck it in the sand to put his cooking stick in.
He turned it, and in this way he found a proper
method to cook the bird.

In minutes the outside was cooked and the odor
that came up wils almost the same as the odor when
his mother baked chickens in the oven and he didn t
think he could stand it but when he tried to pull a
piece of the breast meat off the meat was still rav/
inside.

Patience, he thought. So much of this was pa-
tience-waiting and thinking and doing things right.
So much ofall this, so much ofall livingwaspatience
and thinking

He settled back, turning the bird slowly, letting
the iuices go back into the meat, letting it cook and
smell and smell and cook and there came a time
when it didn't matter if the meat was done or not;
it was black on the outside and hard and hot, and
he would eat it.

He tore a piece from the breast, a sliver of meat,
and put it in his mouth and chewed carefully,
chewed as slowly and carefully as he could to get
all the taste and he thought:

Never. Never in all the food, dl the hamburgers
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and mdts, all the fries or meals at home, never in
all the candy or pies or cakes, never in all the rouuts
or steaks or pizzas, never in all the submarine sand-
wiches, never never never had he tasted anything
as fine as that first bite.

First Meat.
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Auo Now he stood at the end of the long part of
the lake and was not the same. would not be the
same again.

There had been many First Days.
First Arrow Day-when he had used thread from

his tattered old piece of windbreaker and some
pitch from a stump to put slivers of feather on a
dry willow shaft and make an arrow that would fly
correctly. Not accurately-he never got redly good
with it-but fly correctly so that if a rabbit or a
foolbird sat in one place long enough, close enough,
and he had enough arrows, he could hit it.

That brought First ltabbit Day-when he killed
one of the large rabbits with an arrow and skinned



it as he had the first bird, cooked it the same to fnd
the meat as good-not as rich as the bird, but still
good-and there were strips of fat on the back of
the rabbit that cooked into the meat to make it
richer.

Now he went back and forth between rabbits and
foolbirds when he could, filling in with fish in the
middle.

Always hungry.
I am always hungry but I can do it now, I can get.

food and I know I can get food and it makes me
more. I know what I can do.

He moved closer to the lake to a stand of nut
brush. These were thick bushes wi*r little stickler
pods that held green nuts-nuts that he thought he
mlght be able to eat bUt they weren't ripe yet. He
was out for a foolbird and they liked to hide in the
base ofthe thickpart of the nut brush, backinwhere
the stems were close together and provided cover.

In the second clump he saw a bird, moved close
to it, paused when the head feathers came up and
it made a sound like a cricket-a sign of alarm just
before it flew-then moved closer when the feath-
ers went down and the bird rela<ed..He did this
four tirnes, never looking at the bird directly, mov-
ing toward it at an angle so that it seemed he was
moving off to the side-he had perfected this
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method after many attempts and it worked so well
that he had actually caught one with his bare
hands-until he was standing less than three feet
from the bird, which was frozen in a hiding attitude
in the brush.

The bird held for him and he put an arrow to the
bow, one of the feathered zurows, not a fish arro%
and drew and released. It was a clean miss and he
took another :urow out of the cloth pouch, at his
belt, which he'd made from a piece of his wind-
breaker sleeve, tied at one end to make a bottom.
The foolbird sat still for him and he did not look
directly at it until he drew the second arrow and
aimed and released and missed agarn

This time the bird jerked abit and the arrowstuck
next to it so close it almost brushed its breast. Brian
only had two more arrows and he debated moving
slowly to change the spear over to his right hand
and use ttlat to kill the bird. One more shot, he
decided, he would try it again. He slowly brought
another arrow out, put it on the string, and aimed
and relea.sed and this time saw the flurry of feathers
that meant he had made a hit.

The bird had been struck off-center and was flop-
ping aroundwildly. Brian jumped on it and grabbed
it and slammed it 4gainst the ground once, sharply,
to kill it. Then he stood and retrieved his zrrows



and made sure they were dl right and went down
to the lake to wash the blood off his hands. He
kneeled at the water's edge and put the dead bird
and his weapons down and dipped his hands into
the water.

It was very nearly the last act of his life. Later he
would not know why he started to turn-some
smell or sound. A tiny brushing sound. But some-
thing caught his ear or nose and he began to turn,
and had his head half around, when he saw a brown
wall of fur detach itself from the forest to his rear
and come down on him like a runaway truck. He
iust had time to see that it was a moose-he knew
them from pictures but did not know, could not
guess how large they were-when it hit him. It was
a cow and she had no horns, but she took him in
the left side of the back with her forehead, took
him and threw him out into the water and then
came after him to finish the iob.

He had another half-second to fill his lungs with
air and she was on him again, using her head to
drive him down into the mud of the bottom. Insane,
he thought. Just that, the word, insane. Mud filled
his eyes, his ears, the horn boss on the moose drove
him deeper and deeper into the bottom muclq and
suddenly it was over and he felt alone.

He sputtered to the surface, sucking air and fight-
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ing panic, and when he wiped the mud and water
out of his eyes and cleared them he saw the cow
standing sideways to him, not ten feet away, calmly
chewing on a lilypad root. She didn't appear to even
see him, or didn't seem to care about him, and Brian
turned carefully and began to swim-crawl out of the
water.

As soon as he moved, the hair on her back went
up and she charged him again, using her head and
front hooves this time, slamming him back and
down into the water, on his back this time, and he
screamed the air out of his lungs and hammered on
her head with his fists and filled his throat with
water and she left again.

Once more he eame to the surface. But he was
hurt now, hurt inside, hurt in his ribs and he stayed
hunched over, pretended to be dead. She was stand-
ing again, eating. Brian studied her out of one eye,
looking to the bank with the other, wondering how
seriously he was injured, wondering if she would
let him go this time.

Insane.
He started to move, ever so slowly; her head

turned and her back hair went u5like the hair on
an angry dog-and he stopped, took a slow breath,
the hairwent down and she ate. Move, hair up, stop,
hair down, move, hair upa half-foot at a time until
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he was at the edge of the water. He stayed on his
hands and knees-indeed, was hurt so he wasn't
sure he could walk anlvay, and she seemed to ac-
cept that and let him crawl, slowly, out of thewater
and up into the trees and brush.

When he was behind a tree he stood carefully
and took stock. lrgs seemed all right, but his ribs
were hurt bad-he could only take short breaths
and then he had a jabbing pain-and his right shoul-
der seemed to bewrenched somehow. Alsohisbow
and spear and foolbird were in the water.

At least he could walk and he had just about
decided to leave everything when the cow moved
out of the deeper water and left him, as quickly as
she'd come, walking down along the shoreline in
the shallow water, with her long legs mahing suck-
ing sounds when she pulled them free of the mud.
Hanging on a pine limb, he watched her go, half
expecting her to turn and come back to run ovef
him again. But she kept going and when she was
well gone from sight he went to the bank and found
the bird, then waded out a bit to get his bow and
spear. Neither of them were broken and the arrows,
incredibly, were still on his belt in the pouch, al-
though messed up with mud and water.

It took him most of an hour to work his way back
around the lake. His legs worked well enough, but
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lf he took two or three fast steps he would begtn
to breath deeply and the pain from his ribs would
stop him and he would have to lean against a tree
until he could slow back down to shallow breathing
She had done more damage than he had originally
ttrought, the insane cos/-no sense at all to it. Just
madness. Vhen he got to the shelter he crawled
inside and was grateful that the coals were still
glowing and that he had thought to get wood first
thing in the mornings to be ready for the day, grate-
ful ttrat he had thought to get enough wood for two
or three days at a time, grateful that he had fish
nearby if he needed to eat, grateful, finally, as he
dozed off, that he was alive.

So insane, he thought, letting sleep cover the pain
tn his chest+uch an insane attack for no reason
and he fell asleep with his mind trying to make the
moose have reason.

The noise awakened him.
It was a low sound, a low roaring sound that came

from wind. His eyes snapped open not because it
was loud but because it was new. He had felt wind
in his shelter, felt the rain that came with wind and
had heard thunder many times in the past forty-
seven days but not this, not this noise. [ow, dmost
alive, almost ftom a throat somehow, the sound, the



noise was a toar, a far-off roar but coming at him
and when he was fully awake he sat up in the dark-
ness, grimacing with pain from his ribs.

The pain was different no% a tightened pain, and
it seemed less-but the sound. So strange, he
thought. A mystery sound. A spirit sound. A bad
sound. He took some small wood and got the fire
going again, felt some little comfort and cheer from
the flames but also felt that he should get ready. He
did not know how, but he should get ready. The
sound was coming for him, was coming just for him,
and he had to get ready. The sound wanted him.

He found the spear and bow where they were
hanging on the pegs of the shelter wall and brought
his weapons to the bed he had made of pine boughs.
More comfort, but like the comfort of the flames it
didn't work with this new threat that he didn't un-
derstand yet.

Restless threat, he thought, and stood out of the
shelter away from the flames to srudy the slcy but
itwas too dark. The sound meant something to him,
something from his memory, something he had read
about. Something he had seen on television. Some-
thing...oh, he thought. Oh no.

It was wind, wind like the sound of a train, wittr
the low belly roar of a train. It was a tornado. That
was it! The roar of a train meant bad wind and it
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was coming for him. God, he thought, on top of the
moose not this-not this.

But it w,ls too late, too late to do anything. In the
strange stillness he looked to the night sky, then
turned back into his shelter and was leaning over
to go through the door opening when it hit. later
he would think of it and find that it was the same
as the moose.Just insanity. He was taken in the back
by some mad force and driven into the shelter on
his face, slammed down into the pine branches of
his bed.

At the same time.the wind tore at the fire and
sprayed red coals and sparks in a cloud around him.
Then it backed out, seemed to hesitate momentar-
ily, and returned with a massive toa\ a roar that
took his ears and mind and body.

He was whipped against the front wall of the
shelter like a rag, felt a ripping pain in his ribs again,
then was hammered back down into the sand once
more while the wind took the whole wall, his bed,
the fire, his tools-all of it-and threw it out into
the lake, gone out of sight, gone forever. He felt a
burning on his neck and reached up to find red
coals there. He brushed those off, found more in
his pants, brushed those away, and the wind hit
again, heavy gusts, tearing gusts. He heard trees
snapping,in the forest around the rock, felt his body



slipping out and clawed at the rocks to hold himself
down. He couldn't think, just held and knew that
he was praying but didn't know what the prayer
was-knew that he wanted to be, stay and be, and
then the wind moved to the lake.

Brian heard the great, roaring sucking sounds of
water and opened his eyes to see the lake torn by
the wind, the water slamming in great waves that
went in all ways, fought each other and then rose
in a spout of water going up into the night sky like
a wet column of light. It was beautiful and terrible
at the same time.

The tornado tore one more time at the shore on
the opposite side of the lake-Brian couldhear trees
being ripped dowreand then it was done, gone as
rapidly as it had come. It left nothing nothing but
Brian in the pitch dark. He could find nothing of
where his 6re had been, not a spark, nothing of his
shelter, tools, or bed, even the body of the foolbird
was gone. I am back to nothing he thought, trying
to find things in the dark{ack to where I was
when I crashed. Hurt, in the darh just the same.

As if to emphasize his thoughts the mosquitos-
with the fire gone and protective smoke no longer
saving him-came back in thick, nostril-clogging
swaffns. AII that was left was the hatchet at his b€lt.
Still there. But now it began to rain and in the
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downpour he would never find anything dry
enough to get a fire going, and at last he pulled his
battered body back in under the overhang, where
his bed had been, and wrapped his arms around his
ribs.

Sleep didn't come, couldn't comewith the insects
ripping at him, so he lay the rest of the nightr slap-
ping mosquitos and chewing with his mind on the
day. This morning he had been fat-well, almost
fat-and happy, sure of everything,with goodweap-
ons and food and the sun in his face and things
looking good for the future, and inside of one day,
iust one day, he had been run over by a moose and
a tornado, had lost everything and was back to
square one. Just like that.

A flip of some giant coin and he was the loser.

But there is a difference now he thought-there
really is a difference. I might be hit but I'm not
done. rWhen the light comes I'll start to rebuild. I
still have the hatchet and that's all I had in the first
place.

Come on, he thought, baring his teeth in the dark
ness.<ome on. Is that the best you can do? Is that
all you can hit me with-a moose and a tornado?
Well, he thought, holding his ribs and smiling, then
spitting mosquitos out of his mouth. Well, that



won't get the job done. That was the difference now.
He had changed, and hewas tough. I'm toughwhere
it counts-tough in the head.

In the end, right before dawn a kind of cold snap
came down-something else new, this cold snap-
and the mosquitos settled back into the damp grass
and under the leaves and he could sleep. Or doze.
And the last thought he had that morning as he
closed his eyes was: I hope the tornado hit the
moose.

When he awakened the sun was cooking the in-
side of his mouth and had dried his tongue to
leather. He had fallen into a deeper sleep with his
mouth open just at dawn and it tasted as if he had
been sucking on his foot atl night.

He rolled out and almost bellowed with pain from
his ribs. They had tightened in the night and seemed
to pull at his chest when he moved. He slowed his
movements and stood slowly, without stretching
unduly, and went to the lake for a drink At the
shore he kneeled, carefully and with great gentle.
ness, and drank and rinsed his mouth. To his right
he saw that the fish pond was still there, alttrough
the willow gate was gone and there were no fish.
They'll come baclg he thought, as soon as I can make
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a spqu or bow and get one or two for bait they'll
come back.

He turned to look at his shelter-saw that some
of the wood for the wall was scattered around the
beach but was still there, then saw his bow jammed
into a driftwood log, broken but with the precious
string still intact. Not so bad now-not so bad. He
looked down the shoreline for other parts of his
wall and that's when he saw it.

Out in the lake, in the short part of the L, some-
thing curved and yellow was sticking six or eight
inches out of the water. It was a bright color, not
an earth or natural color, and for a second he could
not place it, then he knew it for what it was.

"It's the tail of the plane." He said it aloud, half
e4pecting to hear somebody answer him. There it
was, sticking up out of the water. The tornado must
have flipped the plane around somehowwhen it hit
the lake, changed the position of the plane and
raised the tail. Well, he thought. rVe[, just look at
that. And at the same moment a cutting thought hit
him. He thought of the pilot, still in the plane, and
that brought a shiver and massive sadness that
seemed to settle on him like a wergbt and he
ttrought that he should say or do something for the
pilot; some words but he didn't know any of the
right words, the religious words.



So he went doq/n to the side of the water and
looked at the plane and focused his mind, the way
he did when he was hunting the foolbirds and
wanted to concentrate, focused it on the pilot and
thought: Have rest. Have rest forever.
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Hn TunNno Brcr to his campsite and looked to the
wreckage. He had a lot to do, rebuild his shelter,
get a new fire going fuid some food or get ready
to find some food, make weapons-imd he had to
work slowly because his ribs hurt.

First things first. He tried to find some dry grass
and twigs, then peeled bark from a nearby birch to
shred into a fire nest. He worked slowly but even
so, wittr his new skill he had a fire going in less than
an hour. The flames cut the cool damp morning,
crackled and did much to bring his spirits up, not
to mention chasing away the incessant mosquitos.
With the fre going he searched for dry wood-the
rain had driven water into virtually all the wood he



could find-and at last located some in a thick ever-
green where the top branches had covered the
lower dead ones, keeping them dry.

He had great difficulty breaking them, not being
able to pull much with his arm or chest muscles,
but finally got enough to keep the fire going all day
and into the night. With that he rested a bit, eased
his chest, and then set about getting a shelter
squared away.

' Much of the wood from his original wall was still
nearby and up in back of the ridge he actually found
a major section of the weave still intact. The wind
had torn it out, lifted it, and thrown it to the top
of the ridge and Brian felt lucky once more that he
had not been killed or more seriously injured-
which would have been the same, he thought.If he
couldn't hunt he would die and if he were injured
badly he would not be able to hunt.

He ierked and dragged wood around until the
wall was once rnore inplace---crudely, buthe could
improve it later. He had no trouble finding enough
pine boughs to make a new bed. The storm had
torn the forest to pieces-up in back of the ridge
it looked like a giant had become anglf and used
some kind of a massive meatgrinder on the trees.
Huge pines were twisted and snapped o4 blown
sideways. The ground was so littered, with limbs
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and tree-tops sticking every which way, that it was
hard to get through. He pulled enough thick limbs
in for a bed, green and spicy with the new broken
sap smell, and by evening he was exhausted, hungry,
and hurting, but he had something close to a place
to live again, a place to be.

Tomorrow, he thought, as he lay back rn the dark-
ness. Tomorrow maybe the fish would be back and
he would make a spear and new bow and get some
food. Tomorrow he would find food and refne the
camp and bring things back to sanity from the one
completely insane day.

He faced the frre. Curving his body, he rested his
head on his arm, and began to sleep when a picture
came into his head. The tail of the plane sticking
out of the water. There it was, the tail sticking up.
And inside the plane, near the tail somewhere, was
the survival pack It must have survived the crash
because the plane's main body.was Still intact. That
was the picture-the tail sticking up and the sur-
vival pack inside-right there in his mind as he
dozed. His eyes snapped opened. If I could get at
the paclq he thought. Oh, if I could get at the pack
It probably had food and knives and matches. It
might have a sleeping bag. It might have fishing gear.
Oh, it must have so many wonderful things-if I
could get at the pack and just get some of those



things. I would be rich. So rich if I could get at the
pack.

Tomorrow. He watched the flames and smiled.
Tomorrow I'll see. All things come tomoffow.

He slept, deep and down with only the picture
of the plane tail sticking up in his mind. A healing
sleep.

In the morning he rolled out before true light. In
the gray dawn he built up the fire and found more
wood for the day, feeling dmost chipper because
his ribs were much better now. With camp ready
for the day he looked to the lake. Parr of him half-
expected the plane tail to be gone, sunk back into
the depths, but he saw that it was still there, didn't
seem to have moved at all.

He looked down at his feet and saw that there
were some fish in his fish pen looking for the tiny
bits of bait still left from before the wind came. He
fought impatience to get on the plane project and
remembered sense, remembered what he had
learned. First food, because food made strength; first
food, then thought, then action. There were 6sh at
hand here, and he mlght not b€ able to get anything
from the plane. That was all a dream.

The fish were real and his stomach, even his new
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shrunken stomach, was sending signals that it was
savagely empty.

He made a fish spear with two points, not peeling
the bark all the way back but just working on the
pointed end. It took him an hour or so and all the
time he worked he sat looking at the tail of the
plane sticking up in the air, his hands working on
the spear, his mind working on the problem of the
plane.

When the spear was done, although still crude,
he iammed a wedge between the points to spread
them apart and went to the fish pond. There were
not clouds of fish, but at least ten, and he picked
one of the larger ones, a round fish almost six inches
long, agrd put the speaf point in the water, held it,
then thrust with a flicking motion of his wrist when
the fish was just above the point.

The fish was pinned neatly and he took two more
with the same ease, then carried all three back up
to the 6re. He had a fish board now, a piece of wood
he had flattened with the hatchet, that leaned up
by the fire for cooking fish so he didn't have to hold
a stick all the time. He put the three fish on the
board, pushed sharpened pegs througb their tails
into cracks on the cooking board, and propped it
next to the reddest part of the coals. In moments
the 6sh were hissing and cooking with the heat and



as soon as they were done, or when he could stand
the smell no longer, he picked the steaming meat
from under the loosened skin and ate it.

The fish did not fill him, did not even come
close-fish meat was too light for that. But they
gave him strength-he could feel it moving into his
arms and legs-and he began to work on the plane
project.

While making the spear he had decided that what
he would have to do was make a raft and push-
paddle the raft to the plane and tie it there for a
working base. Somehow he would have to get into
the tail, inside the plane-rip or cut his way in-
and however he did it he would need an operating
base of some kind. A raft.

Which, he found ruefully, was much easier said
than done. There were plenty of logs around. The
shore was littered with driftwood, new and old,
tossed up and scattered by the tornado. And it was
a simple matter to find four of them about the same
length and pull them together.

Keeping them together was the problem. Without
rope or crosspieces and nails the logB just rolled
and separated. He tried wedging them together,
crossing them over each other-nothing seemed to
work And he needed a stable platform to get the
job done. It was becoming frustrating and he had a
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momentary loss of temper-as he would have done
in the past, when he was the other person.

At that point he sat back on the beach and
studied the problem again. Sense, he had to use
his sense. That's all it took to solve problems-
just sense.

It came then. The logs he had selected were
smooth and round and had no limbs. Iflhat he
needed were logs with limbs sticking out, then he
could cross the limbs of one log over the limbs of
another and "weave" them together as he had done
his wall, the food shelf cover, and the fish gate. He
scanned the area above the beach and found four
dry treetops that had been broken offby the storm.
These had limbs and he dragged them down to his
work area at the water's edge and fitted them
together.

It took most of the day. The limbs were cluttered
and stuck any which way and he would have to cut
one to make another fit, then cut one from another
log to come back to the first one, then still another
from a third log would have to be pulled in.

But at last, in the late afternoon he was done and
the raft-which he called Brushpile One for its
looks-hung together even as he pulled it into the
water off the beach. It floated well, if low in the
water, and in the excitement he started for the



plane. He could not stand on it, but would have to
swim alongside.

He was out to chest depth when he realized he
had noway to keep the raft at theplane. He needed
some way to tie it in place so he could work from
it.

And for a moment he was stymied. He had no
rope, only the bowstring and the other cut shoe-
string in his tennis shoes-which were by now look-
ingclose to dead, his toes showingat the tops. Then
he remembered his windbreaker and he found the
tattered part he used for an arrow pouch. He tore
it into narrow strips and tied them together to make
a rope or tie-down about four feet long It wasn't
strong, he couldn't use it to pull aTaruanand swing
from a tree, but it should hold the raft to the plane.

Once more he slid the raft offthe beach and out
into the water until he was chest deep.He had left
his tennis shoes in the shelter and when he felt the
sand turn to mud between his toes he kicked ofr
the bottom and began to swim.

Pushing the raft, he figured, was about like trying
to push an aircraft carier. All the branches that
stuck down into the water dragged and pulled and
the logs themselves fought any forward motion and
he hadn't gone twenty feet when he realized that
it was going to be much harder than he thought to
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get the raft to the plane. It barely moved and if he
kept going this way he would just about reach the
plane at dark He decided to turn back again, spend
the night and start early in the morning, and he
pulled the raft once more onto the sand and wipe'
scraped it dry wittr his hand.

Patience. He was better now but impatience still
ground at him a bit so he sat at the edge of the fish
pond with the new spear and took three more fish,
cooked them up and ate ttlem, which helped toPass
the time until dark He also dragged in more wooF
endless wood-and then relaxed and watched the
sun set over the trees in back of the ridge. West,
he thougbr I'm watching the sun set in the west.
And ttlat way was north where his hther was, and
that way east and that way souttr-and somewhere
to the south and east his mother would be. The
news would be on the television. He could visudize
more easily his mother doing things than his father
because hehad neverbeen towhere his father lived
now. He knew everything about how his mother
lived She would have the small television on the
kitctren counter on and be watching the news and
utking about how avfirl it was in South Africa or
how crrte the baby in the commercial looked. Talk-
ing and making sounds, cooking sounds.

He jcrked his mind back to the lake. There was



gleat beauty here-almost unbelievable beauty.
The sun exploded the sky, just blew it up with the
s€tting color, and that color came down into the
water of the lake,lit the trees. Amazing beauty and
he wished he could share it with somebody and
say, "[ook there, and over there, and see that... "

But even alone it was beautiful and he fed the
fue to cut the night chill. There it is again, he
thought, that late summer chill to the air, the smell
of fall. He went to sleep thinking a kind of reverse
question. He did not know if he would ever get out
of this, could not see how it might be, but if he did
somehow get home and go back to living the way
he had lived, would it be iust the opposite? tVould
he be sittingwatching television and suddenly think
about the sunset up in back of the ridge and wonder
how the color looked in the lake?

Sleep.

In the morning the chill was more pronounced
and he could see tinywisps ofvaporfrom his breath.
He threw wood on the fire and blew until it flamed,
then banked the flames to last and went down to
the lalce. Perhaps because the air was so cool the
water felt warm as he waded in. He made sure the
hatchet was still at his belt and the raft still held
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together, then set out pushing the raft and kick-
s;vrimming toward the tail of the plane.

As before, it was very hard going. Once an eddy
of breeze came up against him and he seemed to
be standing still and by the time he was close
enough to the tail to see the rivets in the aluminum
he had pushed and kicked for over two hours, was
nearly exhausted and wished he had taken some
time to get a fish or two and have breal@st. He was
also wrinkled as a prune and ready for a break.

The tail looked much larger when he got next to
it, with a maior part of the vertical stabilizer show-
ing and perhaps half of the elevators. OnIy a short
piece of the top of the fuselage, the plane's body
toward the tail, was out of the water, just a cutre
of duminum, and at first he could see no place to
tie the raft. But he pulled himself along the elevators
to the end and there he found a gap that went in
up by the hinges where he could feed his rope
through.

With the raft secure he climbed on top of it and
lay on his back for fifteen minutes, resting and let-
ting the sun waffn him. The iob, he thought, looked
impossible. To have any chance of success he would
have to be strong when he started.

Somehow he had to get inside the plane. All open-
ings, even the smdl r€zr cargo hatch, were under-



water so he couldn't get at them without diving and
coming up inside the plane.

Where he would be trapped.
He shuddered at that thought and then remem-

bered what was in the front of the plane, down in
the bottom of the lake, still strapped in the seat, the
body of the pilot. Sitting there in the water-Brian
could see him, the big man with his hair waving in
the current, his eyes open...

Stop, he thought. Stop now. Stop that thinking.
He was nearly at the point of swimming back to
shore and forgetting the whole thing. But the image
of the survival pack kept him. If he could get it out
of the plane, or if he could iust get into it and pull
something out. A candy bar.

Even that-just a candy bar. It would be worth
it.

But how to get at the inside of the plane?
He rolled off the raft and pulled himself around

the plane. No openings. Three times he put his frce
in the water and opened his eyes and looked down.
The water was murky, but he could see perhaps six
feet and there was no obvious way to get into the
plane. He was blocked.
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Bruen \fionrcp around the tail of the plane two more
times, pulling himself along on the stabilizer and
the elevator, but there simply wasn't a way in

Stupid, he thought. I was stupid to think I could
just come out here and get inside the plane. Nothing
is that easy. Not out here, not in this place. Nothing
is easy.

He slammed his fist against the body of the plane
and to his complete surprise the aluminum covering
gave easily under his blow. He hit it^g?in, and once
more it bent and gave and he found that even when
he didn't strike it but iust pushed, it still moved. It
was reallS he thought, very thin aluminum skin over
a kind of skeleton and if it gave that easily he might
be able to force his way through...
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The hatchet. He might be able to cut or hackwith
ttre hatchet. He reached to his belt and pulled the
hatchet out, picked a place where the aluminum
gave to his push and took an experimental swing
at it.

The hatchet cut through the aluminum as if it
were soft cheese. He couldn't believe it. Three more
hacks and he had a triangular hole the size of his
hand and he could see four cables that he guessed
were the conuol cables going back to the tail and
he hit the skin of the plane with a frenzied series
of hacks to make a still larger opening and he was
bending a piece of aluminum away from two alu-
minum braces of some kind when he dropped the
hatchet.

It went straight down past his legs. He felt it bump
his foot and then go on down, down into the water
and for a second he couldn't understand that he
had done it. For all this time, dl the living and
fighting, the hatchet had been everything-he had
always worn it. Without the hatchet he had noth-
ing-no fire, no tools, noweapons-he was nothing.
The hatchet was, had been him.

And he had dropped it.
"Arrrgghhh!" He yelled it, choked on it, a snarl-

cry of rage at his own carelessness. The hole in the
plane was still too small to use for anything and
now he didn't have a tool.
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"That was the kind of thing I would have done
before," he said to the lake, to the sky, to the trees.
"'When I came here-I would have done that. Not
now. Not now..."

Yet he had and he hung on the raft for a moment
and felt sorry for himself. For his own stupidity. But
as before, the self-pity didn't help and he knew that
he had only orie course of action.

He had to get the hatchet back. He had to dive
and get it back.

But how deep was it? In the deep end of the rym
pool at school he had no trouble getting to the
bottom and that was, he was pretty sure, about
eleven feet.

Here it was impossible to know the exact depth.
The front end of the plane, anchored by the weight
of the engine, was obviously on the bottom but it
came back up at an angle so the water wasn't as
deep as the plane was long.

He pulled himself out of the water so his chest
could expand, took two deep breaths and swiveled
and dove, pulling his arms and kicking off the raft
bottom with his feet.

His first thrust took him down a good eight feet
but the visibility was only five feet beyond that and
he could not see bottom yet. He clawed down six
or seven more feet, the pressure pushing inhis ears
until he held his nose and popped them and iust as
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he ran out ofbreath and headed back up he ttrought
he saw the bottom--+till four feet below his dive.

He exploded out of the surface, bumpinghishead
on the side of the elevator when he came up and
took air like a whale, pushing the stde air out until
he wheezed, taldng new in. He would have to get
deeper yet and still have time to search while he
was down there.

Stupid, he thought once more, cursing himself-
just dumb. He pulled air again and again, pushing
his chest out until he could not possibly get any
more capacity, then took one more deep lungful,
wheeled and dove again.

This time he made an arrow out of his arms and
used his legs to push off the bottom of the raft, all
he had in his legs, to spring-snap and propel him
down. As soon as he felt himself slowing a bit he
started gaking back with his arms at his sides, like
paddles, and thrustrng with his legs like a frog and
this time he was so successful that he ran his frce
into the bottom mud.

He shook his head to clear his eyes and looked
around. The plane disappeared out and down in
front of him. He thought he could see the windows
and that made him think agun of the pilot sitting
inside and he forced his thoughts from it-but he
could see nO hatchet. Bad air triggers were starting
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to go off in his brain and he knew he was limited
to seconds now but he held for a moment and tried
moving out a bit and just as he ran out of air, knew
that he was going to have to blow soon, he saw the
handle sticking out of the mud. He made one grab,
missed, reached again and felt his fingers close on
the rubber. He clutched it and in one motion
slammed his feet down into the mud and powered
himself up. But now his lungs were ready to explode
and he had flashes of color in his brain, explosions
of color, and he would have to take a pull of water,
talce it into his lungs and just ashe opened his mouth
to take it in, to pull in all the water in the lake his
head blew out of the surface and into the light.

"Tcbaaakt'l It was as if a bdloon had exploded.
Old air blew out of his nose and mouth and he
pulled new in again and agan. He reached for thb
side of the raft and hung there, iust breathing, until
he could think once more-the hatchet clutched
and shining in his right hand.

"All right. . . the plane. Still the plane. . . "
He went back to the hole in the fuselage and

began to chop and cut agun, peeling the aluminum
skin offin pieces. It was slow going because he was
careful, very carefulwith the hatchet, but he hacked
and pulled until he had opened a hole large enough
to pull his head and shoulders in and look down



into the water. It was very dark inside the fuselage
and he could see nothing<ertainly no sign of the
survival pack. There were some small pieces and
bits of paper floating on the surface inside the
plane-{irt from the floor of the plane that had
floated up-but nothing substantid.

Well, he thought. Did you expect it to be easy?
So easy that way? Just open her up and get the
pack-right?

He would have to open it more, much more so
he could poke down inside and see what he could
find. The survival pack had been a zippered nylon
bag, or perhaps canvas of some kind, and he thought
it had been red, or v/as it gray? rVell, that didn't
matter. It must have been moved when the plane
crashed and it might be jammed down under some-
thing else.

He started chopping again, cutting the aluminum
away in small triangles, putting each one on the raft
as he chopped-he could never throw anything
away again,he thought-because they might be use-
ful later. Bits of metal, fish arrowheads or lures,
maybe. And when he finally finished again he had
cleaned away the whole side and top of the fuselage
that stuck out of the water, had cut down into the
water as far as he could reach and had a hole almost
as big as he was, except that it was crossed and
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crisscrossed with aluminum<r it might be steel,
he couldn't tell$races and formers and cables. It
was an awful tangled mess, but after chopping some
braces away there was room for him to wiggle
through and get inside.

He held back for a moment, uncomfortable with
the thought of getting inside the plane. What if the
tail settled back to the bottom and he got caught
and couldn't get out? It was a horrible thought. But
then he reconsidered. The thing had been up now
for two days, plus a bit, and he had been hammering
and climbing on it and it hadn't gone back down.
It seemed pretty solid.

He eeled in through the cables and formers, wig-
gling and pulling until he was inside the tail with
his head clear of the surface of the water and his
legs down on the angled floor. When he was ready,
he took a deep breath and pushed down along the
floor with his legs, feeling for some kind of fabric
or clottr-anything-with his bare feet. He touched
nothing but the floor plates.

Up, a new breath, then he reached down to for-
mers undem/ater and pulled himself beneath the
water, his legs pushing down and down almost to
the backs of the front seats and finally, on the left
side of the plane, he thought he felt his foot hit
cloth or canvas.
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Up for more air, deep breathing, then one more
grab at the formers and pushing as hard as he could
he jammed his feet down and he hit it again, defi-
nitely canvas or heavy nylon, and this time when
he pushed his foot he thought he felt something
inside it; something hard.

It had to be the bag. Driven forward by the crash,
it was jammed into the backs of the seats and caught
on something. He tried to reach for it and pull but
didn't have the air left and went up for more.

Lungs filled in great gulps, he shot down again,
pulling on the formers until he was dmost there,
then wheeling down head first he grabbed at the
cloth. It was the survival bag. He pulled and tore at
it to loosen it and iust as it broke free and his heart
leaped to feel it rise he looked up, above the bag.
In the light coming through the side window, the
pale green light from the water, he saw the pilot's
head only it wasn't the pilot's head any longer.

The fish. He'd never really thought of it, but the
fistr-the fish he had been eating all this time had
to eat, too. They had been at the pilot all this time,
almost two months, nibbling and chewing and all
that remained was the not quite cleaned skull and
when he looked up it wobbled loosely.

Too much. Too much. His mind screamed in hor-
ror and he slammed back and was sick in the water,
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sick so that he choked on it and tried to breathe
w:rter and could have ended there, ended with the
pilot where it almost ended when they first arrived
except that his legs jerked. It was instinctive, fear
more than anything else, fear of what he had seen.
But they ierked and pushed and he was headed up
when they ierked and he shot to the surface, still
inside the birdcage of formers and cables.

His head slammed into a bracket as he cleared
and he reached up to grab it and was free, in the
air, hanging up in the tail.

He hung that way for several minutes, choking
and heaving and gasping for air, fighting to clear the
picture of the pilot from his mind. Itwent slowly-
he knew it would never completely leaveiut he
looked to the shore and there were trees and birds,
the sun was getting low and golden over his shelter
and when he stopped coughing he could hear the
gentle sounds of evening, the peace sounds, the bird
sounds and the breeze in the trees.

The peace finally came to him and he settled his
breathing. He was still a long way from being fin-
ished-had a lot of work to do. The bagwas floating
next to him but he had to get it out of the plane
and onto the raft, then back to shore.

He wiggled out through the formers-it seemed
harder than when he came in-and pulled the raft
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around. The bag fought him. It was almost as if it
didn't want to leave the plane. He pulled and jerked
and still it wouldn't fit and at last he had to change
the shape of it, rearranging what was inside by push-
ing and pulling at the sides until he had narrowed
it and made it longer. Even when it finally came it
was difficult and he had to pull first at one side,
then another, an inch at a time, squeezing it through.

All of this took some time and when he finally
got the bag out and tied on top of the raft it was
nearly dark, he q'as bone tired from working in the
water all day, chilled deep, and he still had to push
the raft to shore.

Many times he thought he would not make it.
With the added weight of the bag-which seemed
to g€t heavier by the foot<oupled with the fact
that he was getting weaker all the time, the raft
seemed barely to move. He kicked and pulled and
pushed, ta,king the shortest way straight back to
shore, hanging to rest many times, then surging
again and again.

It seemed to take forever and when at last his
feet hit bottom and he could push against the mud
and slide the raft into the shore weeds to bump
against the bank he was so weak he couldn't stand,
had to crawl; so tired he didn't even notice the
mosquitos that tore into him like a gray, anry
cloud.
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He had done it.
That's all he could think now. He had done it.
He turned and sat on the bank with his legs in

the water and pulled the bag ashore and began the
longdrag-he couldn't lift it-backdown the shore'
line to his shelter. Two hours, almost three he
dragged and stumbled in the dark, brushing the
mosquitos away, sometimes on his feet, more often
on his knees, finally to drop across the bag and to
sleep when he made the sand in front of the
doorway.

He had done it.
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Tnnesunr.
Unbelievable riches. He could not believe the

contents of the survival pack
The night before hewas so numbwith cxhaustion

he couldn't do anything but sleep. All day in the
water had tired him so much that, in the end, he
had fallen asleep sifting against his shelter wall, ob-
livious even to the mosquitos, to the night, to any-
thing. But with false gray dawn he had awdcened,
instantlS and began to dig in the pack-to find
amazimg wonderfrrl thingB.

There was a sleeping bag-whictt he hungto dry
over his shelter roof on the outside---and foarn
sleeping pad. An aluminum cookset wittr four little
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pots and two fryingpans; it acnrally even had a fork
and knife and spoon. A waterproof container with
matctles and two smdl butane lighters. A sheath
knife with a compass in the handle. As if a compass
would help him, he thought, smiling. A first-aid kit
with bandages and tubes of antiseptic paste and
small scissors. A cap ttrat said cEssNA across the front
in large letters. Why a cap? he wondered. It was
adjustable and he put it on immediately. A fishing
kit wittr four coils of line, a dozen small lures, and
hooks and sinkers.

lncredible wealth. It was like all the holidays in
the world, all the birthdays there were. He sat in
the sun by the doorway where he had dropped the
night before andpulled thepresents-as he thought
of thenr-out one at a time to examine them, tum
them in the light, touch them and feel them with
his hands and eyes.

Something ttrat at first puzded him. He pulled out
what seemed to be the brokenofr, bullry stock
of a rifle and he was going to put it aside, thinking
it miglrt be for something else in the pack, when
he shook it and it rattled. After working at it a mo-
mcnt he found the butt of the stock came off and
inside there was a barrel and magazine and action
assemblg with a clip and a tull box of fifty shells.
It was a .22 survival riflehe had seen one once



in the sporting goods store where he went for
bike parts-and the barrel screwed onto the stock
He had never owned a rifle, never fired one, but
had seen them on television, of course, and after a
few moments figured out how to put it together
by screwing the action onto the stock, how to
load it and put the clip full of bullets into the
action.

It was a strange feeling, holding the rifle. It some-
how removed him from everything around him.
rvithout the rifle he had to fit in, to be part of it all,
to understand it and use it-the woods, dl of it.
With the rifle, suddenly, he didn't have to know;
did not have to b€ afraid or understand. He didn't
have to get close to a foolbird to kill it<idn't have
to know how it would stand if he didn't look at it
and moved off to the side.

The rifle changed him, the minute he picked it
up, and he wasn't sure he liked the change very
much. He set it aside,leaning it carefully against the
wall. He could deal with that feeling later. The fire
was out and he used a butane lighter and a piece
of birchbark with small twigs to get another one
starteFmarveling at how easy it was but feeling
again that the lighter somehoqr removed him from
where he was, what he had to know. Tfith a ready
flame he didn't have to know how to make a spark
nest, or how to feed the new flames to make them
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gtovr. As with the rifle, he wasn't sure he liked the
change.

Up and down, he thought. The pack was wonder-
ful but it gave him up and down feelings.

ltrith the fire going and sending up black smoke
and a steady roar from a pitch-smelling chunk he put
on, he turned once more to the pack Rummaging
through the food packets-he hadn't brought them
out yet because he wanted to save them until last,
glory in them-he came up with a small electronic
device completely encased in a plastic bag. At first
he thought it was a radio or cassette player and he
had a surge of hope because he missed music,
missed sound, missed hearing another voice. But
when he opened the plastic and took the thing out
and turned it over he could see that it wasn't a re-
ceiver at all. There was a coil of wire held together
on the side by tape and it sprung into a three foot
long antennawhen he took the tape off. No speaker,
no lights, iust a small switch at the top and on the
bottom he finally found, in small print:

Emergency Transmitter.
That was it. He turned the switch back and forth a

few times but nothing happened-he couldn't even
hear static---so, as with the rifle, he set it against the
wall and went back to the bag. It was probably ru-
ined in the crash, he thought.

Two bars of soap.
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He had bathed regularly in the lake, but not with
soap and he thought how wonderfrrl it would be to
wash his hair. Thick with grime and smoke dirt,
frizzed by wind and sun, mattd with fish and fool-
bird grease, his hair had grown and stuck and tan-
gled and grown until it w:rs a clumped mess on his
head. He could use the scissors from the first-aid kit
to cut it off, then wash itwith soap.

And then, finatly-the food.
It was all freezedried and in such quantity that he

thought,I{rith this I could live forever. Fackage after
package he took out, beef dinner with potatoes,
cheese and noodle dinners, chicken dinners, egg
and potato breal&sts, fruit mixes, drink mixes, des-
sert mixes, more dinners and brealtrsts than he
could count easily, dozens and dozens of them all
packed in waterproof bags, dl in perfect shape and
when he had them dl out andlaid against thewall in
stacks he couldn't stand it and he went througtt
them again.

If I'm careful, he thought, they'll last as long as. . .
as long as I need them to last. If I'm careful.... No.
Not yet. I won't be careful just yet. First I am going
to have a feast. Right here and now I am going to
cook up a feast and eat until I drop and then I'll be
careful.

He went into the food packs once more and se-
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lected what he wanted for his feas& a four-person
beef and potato dinner, with orange drink for {rap
p€tizer and something cdled a peach whip for des'
sert. Just add water, it said on the packages, and
cookfor half an hour or so until everythingwas nor'
mal-size and done.

Brian went to the lalce and got water in one of the
aluminum pots and came back to ttre fire. Just that
mazedhinr-to be able to carrywater to ttre fire in
a pot.Such a simple act and he hadn't been able to
do it for dmost two months. He guessed at the
afirounts and put the beef dinner and peach dessert
on to boil, then went back to the lalce and brought
wat€r to rnix with the orange drink

It was sweet and tangy-dmost too sm/eet+ut
so good that he didn't drink it fast, held it in his
mouth and let the taste go over his tongue. Tickling
on the sides, sloshing it back and forth and then
down, svrdlow, then another.

That, he thought, that is just fine.Just fine. He got
more lake water and mixed another one and drank
it fast, ttren a third one, and he sat with that near the
fire but looking out across the lake, thinking how
rich the smell was from the cooking beef dinner.
There was garlic in it and some other spices and the
smells came up tohim and made him thinkofhome,
his mother cooking, the rich smells of the kitchen,



and at that precise instant, with his mind full of
home and the smell from the food filling him, the
plane appeared.

He had only a moment of warning. There wzrs a
tiny drone but as before it didn't register, then sud-
denly, roaring over his head low and in back of the
ridge a bushplane with floars fairly exploded into his
life.

It passed directly over him, very low, tipped a
wing sharply over the tail of the crashed plane in the
lake, cut power, glided down the long part of the L
of the lake, then turned and glided baclg touching
the water gently once, twice, and settling with a
spray to taxi and stop with its floats gently bumping
the beach in front of Brian's shelter.

He had not moved. It had all happened so fast that
he hadn't moved. He sat with the pot of orange drink
still in his hand, staring at the plane, not quite un-
derstanding it yet; not quite knowing yet that it was
over.

The pilot cut the engine, opened the door, and
got out, balanced, and stepped forward on the float
to hop onto the sand without getting his feet wet.
He was wearing sunglasses and he took them offto
stare at Brian.

"I heard your emergency transmitter-then I saw
the plane when I came over.. " He trailed otr,
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cocked his head, studying Brian. "Damn. You're
him, aren't you? You're that kid. They quit looking,
a month, no, almost two months ago. You're him,
afen't you? You're that kid. . . "

Brian was standing now, but still silent, still hold-
ing the drink. His tongue seemed to be stuck to the
roof of his mouth and his throat didn't work right.
He looked at the pilot, and the plane, and down at
himself{irty and ragged, burned and lean and
tough-and he coughed to clear his throat.

"My name is Brian Robeson," hesaid. Then he saw
that his stew was done, the peach whip almost done,
and he waved to it with his hand. "Would vou like
something to eat?"



Epilogue

TnE Pnor who landed so suddenly in the ld<e was
a fur buyer mapping Cree trapping camps for future
buying runs.{rawn by Brian when he unwittingly
turned on the emergency transmitter and left it
going. The Cree rnove into the czrmps for frll and
winter to trap and the buyers fly from camp to camp
on a regular route.

When the pilot rescued Brian he had been alone
on the L-shaped lake for fifty-four days. During that
time he had lost seventeen percent of his body
weight. He later gained back six percent, but had
virtually no body htJris body had consumed all
extra weight and he would remain lean and wiry
for several years.
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Many of the changes would prove to be perma'
nent. Brian had gained immensely in his ability to
observe what was happening and react to it; that
would last him all his life. He had become more
thoughtful as well, and from that time on he would
think slowly about somettring before speaking.

Food, all food, even food he did not like, never
lost its wonder for him. For years after his rescue
he would find himself stopping in grocery stores to
just stare at the aisles of food, marveling at the
quantity and the variety.

There were many questions in his mind about
what he had seen and known, and he worked at
research when he got baclg identi$ing the game
and berries. Gut cherries were termed choke cher-
ries, and made good jelly. The nut bushes where
the foolbirds hid were hazelnut bushes. The two
kinds of rabbis were snowshoes and cottontails;
the foolbirds were ruffed grouse (also called fool
hens by trappers, for their stupidity); the small food
fish were bluegills, sunfish, and perch; the turtle
eggs were taid by a snapping turtle, as he had
thought; the wolves were timber wolves, which are
not known to attack or bother people; the moose
was a moose.

There were also the dreams-he had many
dreams about the lalce after he was rescrred. The



Canadian government sent a team in to recover the
body of the pilot and they took reporters, who nat-
urally took pictures and film of the whole campsite,
the shelter-all of it. For a brief time the press made
much of Brian and he was interviewed for several
networks but the furor died within a few months.
A writer showed up who wanted to do a book on
the "complete adventure" (as he cdled it) but he
turned out to be a dreamer and it dl came to noth-
ing but talk. Still Brian was given copies of the pic-
tures and tape, and looking at them seemed to
trigger the dreams. They were not nightmares, none
of them were frightening, but he would awaken at
times with them; just awaken and sit up and think
of the lake, the forest, the fue at night, the night
birds singing, the fish jumping-sit in the dark alone
and think of them and it was not bad and would
never be bad for him.

Predictions are, for the most part, ineffective; but
it might be interesting to note that had Brian not
been rescued when he was, had he been forced to
go into hard fall, perhaps winter, it would have been
very rough on him. When the lake froze he would
have lost the fish, and when the snow got deep he
would have had trouble moving at all. Game be-
comes seemingly plentiful in the fall (it's easier to
see with the leaves off the brush) but in winter it
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gets scafce and sometimes simply nonexistent as
predators (fox, lynx, wolf, owls, weasels, fisher, ffiff-
tin, northern coyote) sweep through areas and wipe
thingB out. It is amazing what a single owl can do
to a locd population of ruffed grouse and rabbits
in just a few months.

After the initial surprise and happiness from his
parents at his being alive-for a week it looked as
if they might actually get back together-things rap-
idly went back to normal. His father returned to the
northern oil fields, where Brian eventudly visited
him, and his mother stayed in the city, worked at
her career in real estate, and continued to see the
man in the station wagon.

prian tried several times to tell his father, came
really close once to doing it, but in the end never
said a word about the man or what he knew, the
Secret.


